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Standing Committee on Agriculture, Forestry & Environment
Wednesday, March 9, 2005

1:00 p.m. 

Part I - Gary Renkema

Wilbur MacDonald (PC)(Chair):   Well, we’ll call
our meeting to order. First we have to approve the
agenda. Approved? So moved. All in favour?

Committee Members:  Aye!

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair): Okay? Contrary
nay. Motion carried. We have four presenters
today and I believe we should probably - five
presenters? Oh, I’m sorry. So we’ll give each
presenter about a half an hour. We’d like, if you
could, say a 15 to 20-minute presentation if that
fits in and then there might be time to ask some
questions. Would that be okay? So we’re starting
with Gary - how do you pronounce that?

Gary Renkema: Renkema.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair): Renkema?

Gary Renkema: Yeah.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair): And you’re
representing -

Gary Renkema:  Myself as a farmer.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair): Okay, so Gary,
if you’d like to proceed.

Gary Renkema: Okay.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair): If you have
handouts afterwards for the members, that would
be fine. If you don’t, it’s recorded and we’ll pass it
around, okay?

Gary Renkema: Okay, good. Okay. Thank you,
sirs and madame, for the opportunity here to
speak. I’m a farmer and I have a 300 sow, farrow
to wean operation here on the Island. We grow
grain and genetically modified soybeans.

I’m very concerned about this public debate the
Binns government has started here. It creates a lot
of fear in the farming community and a lot of
uncertainty. I’m concerned because a ban on

growing GM soya would cost me a lot of money
and time - two things which are very scarce on my
farm.

I’m somewhat amused and somewhat amazed that
we have a debate like this - a debate the
government can ill-afford financially. I’m amused
that a government who always votes himself for
higher salaries, increased pension benefits
because they tell us they have to look to other
provinces, other countries, for the same jobs done
and we’re always on the lower scale. It does not
allow us to look to other countries for new
technologies. It’s very confusing to us as farmers.

I’m using GMO soybeans for the last five years in
combination with no-till farming. That’s a new
technology we use here. No-till farming eliminates
a lot of trips over the fields - in my case,
approximately three trips. Each trip does cost me
$8 to $10, so it saves me approximately $25. You
can verify it with the Department of Agriculture,
most likely.

The soybeans, which are genetically modified and
ready to spray with Roundup, are sprayed after
that. It eliminates one spray on my farm, which
would cost me $20 and an extra spray, so a
conservative estimate is that using this technology
saves me approximately $45 an acre and a lot of
time; again, what I don’t have.

The fields are much cleaner the following year, so
the following year, there’s an added benefit of
saving, again, on chemicals. The government puts
on wind restrictions the last couple of years, which
is not a bad thing. I mean, we have to take care of
our environment, but using conventional chemicals
that just have a three or four-day window to spray
those conventional beans on a windy Island like
this, it’s hard to find those days.

With genetically modified crops, I have a much
wider window to spray these crops and pick my
fine days. By using these techniques, I can use -
there’s no till planting in GMO crops for custom
planting, which adds some extra income on my
farm, which is dearly needed.
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We, as farmers, had to look for a supplementary
income. That’s what the government told us
always. We have to look for niche markets. I
mean, niche markets are found here by people
who grow canola for seed, and really, it’s a niche
market and it’s a lot of money in that.  By using
these technologies, I don’t work my land and it is
not prone to erosion any more as it was because
I can tell you once in a while, I have had a
bulldozer in the field to close my (Indistinct). Since
I do no-till farming, I don’t have that problem
anymore.

GMOs haven’t been proven wrong by scientists.
All we do is deal with emotions and fears from
some groups. If a government can put a ban on
GMO products grown here, do we farmers see
deals, custom workers, are getting compensated
by the government for our investments? And I
would refer to my $45 saving above.

And I bought a no-till grain drill a couple of years
ago, which is above the normal price of a standard
drill. Most likely, it hasn’t crossed the minds of the
government yet. If banned, is the provincial
government going to ban the GMO crops growing
on the federal research farm or is it out of their
restriction? Is it out of their boundaries? Something
you really have to look into. 

If banned, can I grow soya or corn in, say, New
Brunswick and bring it in here to the Island to feed
to my livestock? If banned, am I still allowed corn
to bring in from the States which I feed to livestock,
or from Ontario, what I do at the moment, which is
most likely GMO corn? 

If banned, who is going to police this? Who’s going
to pay for all of this? If banned, what is going to
happen to my GMO soybeans, which I’ve stored at
a government elevator for storage and for roasting
because I don’t have room on my farm to roast
them all and to store them? Is the government
going to confiscate it, like they did in the past in the
Communist countries? 

If banned, can a government elevator afford to
lose this business from the farmers who store and
roast their beans in the elevator? At the best of
times, the elevator is break even or losing money
already. Can the government really afford to lose
that business? If banned, is the consumer and
environment going to pay for all of this? I think the
government can ill-afford it financially if I look to

the finances of the government to ban it. 

If banned, and say, I have to go organic, who will
buy my 5,000 or 6,000 pigs I produce a year? It
will flood the market. There’s no market. Where
are those markets the government always says
there is in organic farming? Where are they? Do I
have to buy conventional equipment again to start
farming again in a conventional way? Get erosion?
Spray more? You name it. You tell me. 

I’m very concerned. I cannot afford to buy soya or
canola or corn organic-grown. I mean, the prices of
it are way too high for me. In the morning, you
government leaders, when you eat your corn
flakes and put on your GMO-grown cotton shirts,
drive in your cars fueled by canola-grown diesel to
your offices, please wake up to reality. 

GMOs are here to stay. Organic farming and
conventional farming all have a place. GMO crops
are tools we farmers like to use. We don’t like to
misuse them. We like to use them. I cannot add
anything more. It’s just a tool we have, and we are
farming on a bottom line. You really have to realize
that. Thank you for the time here. If there are any
questions, I’d like to answer them.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair): Wayne?

Wayne Collins (PC): Just a couple of brief
questions. You say you’ve been growing GMO
soybeans for five years now?

Gary Renkema: Yes.

Wayne Collins (PC): Had you grown them
conventionally prior to that?

Gary Renkema: Yes, roughly five years before. In
the first year I grew them, I was a little bit hesitant
because of all the media. I’d read a few books
about it. You don’t know where to go.  But from
year one, I was hooked on them. It’s a superior
product. I mean, superior yield. I use less
chemicals. It’s for sure, I use less chemicals.

Wayne Collins (PC): Did I understand you to say
that it’s at least one less spraying a season?

Gary Renkema: For my farm, it is one less a
season for sure, yes.

Wayne Collins (PC): And you say that the yield
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issue - because we’ve had people come to the
table here who say that you shouldn’t say that you
should or shouldn’t use GMO because of the yield
because that’s not what GMO changes are for.
They have different other purposes other than
saying: We’ll give you a better yield. 

Gary Renkema: Yes.

Wayne Collins (PC): But what has been your
personal experience when it comes to yield,
growing conventionally, growing with GMO?

Gary Renkema: They’re superior or equal to the
best known conventional crops.

Wayne Collins (PC): By much?

Gary Renkema: They are on equal footing, yes.

Wayne Collins (PC): So it’s right to say that yield
isn’t the be-all end-all here of whether or not
someone should grow GMO or not?

Gary Renkema: That would be an added benefit.
Let’s put it like that.

Wayne Collins (PC): Okay. All right, thank you.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair): Fred?

Fred McCardle (PC): How much more do you pay
for your seed.

Gary Renkema: Well, if I work it out, I mean it’s
not all that much more, and an added benefit is to
all the seed I buy from those big companies is they
are guaranteed in how they grow. I had once
bought seed from them that didn’t germinate as
well and I was guaranteed in it and I got a new
shipment right away there. If I had to go
conventional, I can’t keep my own seed. I don’t
have room for it. I don’t have time to clean it,
things like that. This stuff comes in, beautiful stuff,
clean and ready to go. 

Fred McCardle (PC): Do you grow soybeans after
soybeans after soybeans?

Gary Renkema: No. I rotate it. As I said, I use it as
a tool, not to deplete my land or misuse it.

Fred McCardle (PC): Okay.

Gary Renkema: I wouldn’t like to grow GMOs
every year. I mean, as I said, I’d like to use it as a
tool.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair): Eva?

Eva Rodgerson (PC): Yes, when you said it
reduces erosion because this is another concern
that -

Gary Renkema: Well, I use it in combination with
no-till farming and no-till farming is done with a
special grain drill. I just drive through my stubble
from last year. It makes a little slot in the field. It
drops, say, the beans, it presses it and it leaves it
where it is, so the stubble is still there, so it
prevents erosion.

Eva Rodgerson (PC): Okay, yeah. So you don’t
have to plow in the fall and you don’t have the soil
blowing and blowing?

Gary Renkema: No, no, no.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair): Ron?

Ron MacKinley (L): Where’s your farm at?

Gary Renkema: Wheatley River.

Ron MacKinley (L): All right, and there’s a few
hills up Wheatley River?

Gary Renkema: Yeah. Well, that’s one of the
reasons I went that way.

Ron MacKinley (L): And how many acres of
modified soybean ready do you grow? 

Gary Renkema: I grow, on the average, 140
acres, so times 45 acres is, give or take, $6,500
saved there a year. 

Ron MacKinley (L): So you grow 140 acres of
soybeans?

Gary Renkema: Yes, give or take a little bit.

Ron MacKinley (L): You grow barley?

Gary Renkema: I grow some wheat and barley
beside that in rotation.
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Ron MacKinley (L): And what do you do? Do you
go with soybeans? Do you rotate winter barley
next to it?

Gary Renkema: Yeah.

Ron MacKinley (L): And what do you do the next
year?

Gary Renkema: I try to do it one on two, one on
three rotation.

Ron MacKinley (L): All right. 

Gary Renkema: And I do some custom work with
it, too, in the same rotation.

Ron MacKinley (L): And you feed that, I would
assume, to hogs for protein.

Gary Renkema: Yes.

Ron MacKinley (L): And one of the presenters
here before brought up that if you grow soybeans
back-to-back, you could get resistance to some of
the weeds, but you don’t grow it back-to-back.
You’re . . .

Gary Renkema: I don’t grow it back-to-back as I
said. I mean, It wouldn’t be - even big companies
who sell the GMOs don’t advise that. It’s misuse of
it. I mean, you have to use it as a tool. You have to
use it wisely.

Ron MacKinley (L): So what does a bag of non-
genetically modified soybeans cost compared to a
bag of modified soybeans? What would the
difference be? 

Gary Renkema: The difference may be $10 or
$15.

Ron MacKinley (L): A bag? 

Gary Renkema: Yeah.  

Ron MacKinley (L):    So and how many bags or
pounds would you put onto an acre?

Gary Renkema: I go as low as 70 pounds an acre.

Ron MacKinley (L): Seventy pounds? And how
many bags are in an acre? How many pounds are

in a bag? Fifty-five?

Gary Renkema: Depends from whom you buy it,
but I mean, it’s -

Ron MacKinley (L): No, but I asked you the
difference in price. You said $10 a bag. 

Gary Renkema: Yes, usually.

Ron MacKinley (L): So would that be in a 55-
kilogram bag or -

Gary Renkema: No, less. It’s, I think, 50 pounds,
but I might be wrong, too.

Ron MacKinley (L): Well, that’s all right.

Gary Renkema: Yes.

Ron MacKinley (L): So it would be a 25-kg bag,
something like that.

Gary Renkema: Yes.

Ron MacKinley (L): Or 22.5 kg bags, so your
increased cost per acre would be $20 more, $25?

Gary Renkema: Yes, on seed, but don’t forget, if
I use conventional, I have to go as high as 140
pounds.

Ron MacKinley (L): Oh, all right. Why do you
have to double it? Because the germination’s not
there?

Gary Renkema: Because it’s a germination issue.
I mean, the seed companies guarantee me a good
germination here.

Fred McCardle (PC): Well, there’s a blue tag on
locally produced seeds is as good a germination
as what you’re buying.

Gary Renkema: Yeah, but it’s still - I can go out to
my seed dealer again for a conventional seed and
say: Well, after a lot of problems, maybe I will get
some new seed, but from the seed companies I
buy the GMO from, it’s guaranteed.

Fred McCardle (PC): Well, so is the blue tag
you’re getting from local. Don’t downgrade the
local guys. They’re (Indistinct) good seed. 
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Gary Renkema: No, no. I don’t, but I say that’s my
experience with it.

Fred McCardle (PC): Well, there’s some top-notch
good seed growers on PEI that make a real good
job of growing seed soybeans. I don’t want to
leave the impression that they don’t.

Gary Renkema: No, I don’t, but I said this is my
experience with the GMO seed, and I have had
local seed, my own seed. I’ve got my own seed
and I didn’t have a good experience with it.

Fred McCardle (PC): So it’s not local seed
growers. It’s your own seed you had problems
with.  

Gary Renkema: Maybe it was. Yes, yes.

Ron MacKinley (L): I think what he’s talking
about, Freddy, are commercial seeds. Like, if you
buy commercial soybean seed compared to
regular seed. Probably if you compared registered
seed to blue tag on them, Fred, there might be $10
a bag difference. It’s just from commercial seeds,
so you just go in and direct seed it, do you?

Gary Renkema: Yeah.

Ron MacKinley (L): And then you cut it.

Gary Renkema: Huh?

Ron MacKinley (L): Well, then do you harvest it?

Gary Renkema: Yeah.

Ron MacKinley (L): And if we decided that we’re
going to go GMO-free here, would that be much of
a hardship to your farm?

Gary Renkema: Yeah, very much so because I’m
pretty much down to a one-man operation, and I
can’t afford the time to spend in the fields and
going back and forth all the time. That’s just time-
wise. Then I’d have to go out again to buy new
equipment. I’m set up for what I’m doing now, and
I can - Imay as well forget about my customers
because I certainly don’t have time for that
anymore, so it’s a big loss for me financially.

Ron MacKinley (L): And what you’re saying to us
here is it justifies the extra cost because you have

the same yield, if not better?

Gary Renkema: Yes.

Ron MacKinley (L): Your better-quality seed that
you’re planting, in your opinion, on your farm?

Gary Renkema: Yes, and cleaner.

Ron MacKinley (L): And cleaner, and when you
go to cut your soybeans that are conventional
soybeans, you’ve got to go in with Sencor or
something, just before they’re through ground?

Gary Renkema: Yeah, yeah.

Ron MacKinley (L): So you don’t have a very big
window to get in there?

Gary Renkema: No, that’s my other problem. I
mean, it’s so windy here on the Island. You just
have a three or four-day window just before
appearance, and when it’s a windy day, when do
we spray in the world?

Ron MacKinley (L): You can’t.

Gary Renkema: You can’t.

Ron MacKinley (L): It could be a week.

Gary Renkema: So it could be a week, so with
Roundup Ready beans, it doesn’t matter if I spray
this week or next week. I mean, I have that wide a
window. I mean, if the job is going to be done, it’s
going to be done good.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair): Okay, Andy?

Andy Mooney (PC): Oh, I just want to thank you
for your presentation and I fully understand it.

Gary Renkema: Good. Thank you.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair): Go ahead,
Andy.

Andy Mooney (PC): No, no. I’m good. 

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair):    One question
I have. Have you ever planted regular soybeans,
which are no-till?
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Gary Renkema: Yeah, I did it in the past. The
question was here before. I did it in the past. I’ve
done it for a couple of years, and -

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair):     You were
having trouble with them?

Gary Renkema: I had trouble with weeds and with
all kinds of little troubles, you know. It makes you
think: Well, do we still want to grow this? And then
I was a little bit hesitant to go to the GMO, but
really, I’m hooked to it.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair):    Okay.

Ron MacKinley (L): Just one question there,
Wilbur.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair): Go ahead, Ron.

Ron MacKinley (L): (Indistinct) So if you planted
the conventional soybeans in no-till -

Gary Renkema: No, it was conventional work
land.

Ron MacKinley (L): No, but say you went with no-
till?

Gary Renkema: Yeah.

Ron MacKinley (L): You would have to go in with
Roundup Ready before you no-till your soybeans
in, then you’d have to turn around and go back
through with the Sencor or one of those products
with a very small window in order to control the
weeds.

Gary Renkema: But Sencor doesn’t work on the
stubble land, not as good, because it needs bare
land to work good.

Ron MacKinley (L): All right.

Gary Renkema: It doesn’t need any - the more I
plow, the better it works, and so it doesn’t work on
my land, so what do I do then? 

Ron MacKinley (L): So does your Sencor - what
other products can you use besides Sencor that
would be a different family than Sencor on
soybeans?

Gary Renkema: I kind of forget about it.

Ron MacKinley (L): I don’t remember, either.

Gary Renkema: There are some products there
which you can use afterwards, but I -

Ron MacKinley (L): But it’s basically all the same
as Sencor, except it needs the red  soil. It needs a
light rain afterwards to -

Gary Renkema: To have it working, and that stuff
stays in the ground. It works through the ground,
the conventional chemicals, they work through the
ground. Roundup Ready, Roundup works on
contact. When it comes on the ground, it’s going to
tell me it’s neutralized, so what other do we have?
Something that works through the ground or which
is neutralized on the ground?

Ron MacKinley (L): Well, Sencor, if you go too
many trips to the field, you can get problems with
Sencor.

Gary Renkema: I know farmers who have used
Sencor two years in a row. They couldn’t grow a
good crop of grain afterwards anymore.

Ron MacKinley (L): No.

Gary Renkema: So that’s conventional.

Ron MacKinley (L):   You get a carryover.

Gary Renkema: You get a carryover, yes.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair): Okay, Robert?

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L): Thank you. What
made you, five years ago, make the switch-over to
GMO crops? Did someone approach you or did
you just start to do some research on it or did
some friends approach you?

Gary Renkema: Both, both. Yes, I did some
research on it, on the pros and cons. I’ve read
some books about it. I was a little bit hesitant
about it, something new. We all are probably
hesitant for new things and I thought: Well, let’s try
a couple of acres. I grew 10 acres. It was the best
I ever did for growing soybeans.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L): So in your due
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diligence that you did on this, you did most of the
research yourself or I’m just wondering did
someone come in and try to sell it to you or -

Gary Renkema: No, no, no. Nobody told me what
to do. Well, once you ask a seed dealer, of course,
they come out, too, and they talk to you about the
benefits of it. I mean, that’s a given, but no, I think
I did most of the research myself, yeah.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L): Okay.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair): Okay, anybody
else?

Wayne Collins (PC): (Indistinct) a quick question.
All of your soybean crop goes to livestock feed, is
that right?

Gary Renkema: Yeah, and some are sold as a
cash crop, so I don’t know where they end up.

Wayne Collins (PC): Oh, I see. So some of it
might wind up in the food chain, right?

Gary Renkema: I don’t know. I sell them to the
elevator, usually, and I don’t know where they end
up.

Wayne Collins (PC): And as far as your own, do
you feed it to your own livestock, do you?

Gary Renkema: Normally, yes.

Wayne Collins (PC): Right. And have you noticed
any difference at all in terms of the conventional
soybean product or the GM product to your
livestock?

Gary Renkema: No, and I haven’t noticed
anything on myself, too, because sometimes the
roasted beans, I eat my roasted beans myself.
They taste a little bit like peanuts, and my wife
hasn’t noticed anything and I haven’t noticed
anything on myself, either, so I don’t know if it
proves anything, but -

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair): It depends on
what you eat, I guess.

Gary Renkema: Yeah.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair): Because I like

them, too. Okay, and no more questions. We want
to thank you very much for coming. We appreciate
the fact that you take the time to come.

Gary Renkema: Thank you.

Part II - Leo Broderick, Council of Canadians

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair): Thank you. Our
second presenter today is - where’s my list - Leo
Broderick, representing the Council of Canadians.

Leo Broderick: Thank you very much.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair): You’re quite well
aware of the procedure, so we’ll let you go.

Leo Broderick: Yeah, I have a few minutes. I
don’t think it’ll take up most of the time that I have,
but actually the debate seems to be heating up
and I’m actually pleased that I’m coming after the
last presenter, but before I get into the actual
presentation that I’ve written, there are three or
four items that I wanted to deal with, and I’ll deal
with that last issue first because Mr. Collins asked
what happened to the soybeans that the last
presenter talked about. 

He feeds it, certainly to animals, but I will say that
it’s probably ending up in your food supply
because he does sell some of it to - he didn’t say
where, but it is primarily - soybean is primarily
used for animal feed, but it is processed as an
ingredient in many of the foods that you would find
on your supermarket shelves and one of the
products that it’s sold in quite often and used is in
chocolate bars, and most people do not know that,
and the thing that these hearings are doing, it is
certainly informing the public about the serious,
serious problems with genetically-modified
organisms and the more people learn about
genetically-modified organisms, the more they
distrust them, and this is one of the good things
about these particular hearings.

Now that’s the second point on the last
presentation. Monsanto, of course, would own his
seeds and he - it’s Roundup Ready and what he
actually is doing is using more and more
pesticides. Now I’m going to talk about pesticides
in a few minutes, but in a province which is really
quite concerned about the use of pesticides and
the overuse of pesticides and the destruction of life
because of pesticides, it is quite surprising that we
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would endorse the technology that, in fact, will
automatically ensure that more pesticides are used
in the province.

Fred McCardle (PC):    That’s not true. 

Unidentified:   (Indistinct) 

Leo Broderick: Now we’ll get there. Now that’s
the one item that I find interesting. The second
item that I wanted to deal with before I got into the
actual presentation is actually something that
you’ve been saying, Mr. Mooney, and that is with
respect to Percy Schmeiser. 

Now the one thing about the Schmeiser case - and
I think it’s important for the record - Percy
Schmeiser was found guilty in all the courts of
having genetics on his land, Monsanto genetics,
and he was found guilty of not advising Monsanto
to come and fetch it. He was not found guilty of
brown-bagging. He was not found guilty of
purloining the Monsanto seed as mentioned in
yesterday’s editorial of the National Post. He was
not found guilty of those things, and I think that’s
important to understand about the Schmeiser
case. And the other item that I wanted to very
briefly touch on before I begin the actual -

Fred McCardle (PC): Is this a lecture or are you
going to talk about GMOs here?

Leo Broderick: This is all GMOs and the other is
the issue of the World Food Organization, the
world food program that was mentioned at one of
your other hearings, and the fact that it was given
to Third World countries that the United Nations
had said that this certainly was good food to eat,
and it is in the news actually this last week. 

Most of the food that’s trying to be pushed to the
Third World countries and this last week, it’s in
Central America and countries are saying: No, we
don’t want it. It is primarily US food. It’s US
genetically modified food, and they don’t want it,
and in the most recent case in Central America, it
was six countries, and of course we all know what
Starling corn in 2000 that slipped into the food
supply unknowingly and that many people became
ill. 

It is now found in these very foods that’s being
dumped in Central America, and even though it’s
a United Nations program, we do know that the

United States has tremendous control over the
United Nations and in terms of the food supply, it
is being really criticized as simply a dumping
program and we say three cheers for the Third
World countries that have stood up and said: We
will not accept that kind of food. 

And there was one other item that the last week’s
presenter, in terms of the 5 per cent
contamination, the implication for organic farming.
What she simply was referring to the 5 per cent
rule that can exist in almost any labeling -
involuntary labeling - but organic farmers in this
country do not accept 5 per cent contamination of
genetically modified organisms, and you can check
with the three or four organic organizations and
they’ll set you straight on that particular false
information. 

This particular issue, of course, is gaining a great
deal of publicity in this country and around the
world. We’ve seen, right here, people interested in
this issue from Europe, from the United States and
from across the country.

Fred McCardle (PC): Is it documented that people
were getting sick from GMO corn?

Leo Broderick: Oh, yes. That’s - you can easily -

Fred McCardle (PC): Can you table it today?

Leo Broderick: Yeah, I’ll give you all of that
information.

Fred McCardle (PC): Where did this -

Leo Broderick: Just check the Starling brand. So
I want to begin by thanking you for the opportunity
to make this presentation. The Council of
Canadians applauds the PEI government for
conducting these hearings on whether or not
Prince Edward Island will become a GMO-free
province. We are extremely hopeful that the
government of this province is serious about this
process and as we investigate whether or not
Prince Edward Island become a genetically
modified free of genetically modified organisms
and the place that GMO’s place in PEI food
production system, we hope that we can arrive at
a decision that is best interest for the province. 

For the Council of Canadians, our position is quite
clear. We want a complete ban on the planting,
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growing and processing of genetically modified
organisms in the province. The Council of
Canadians want the PEI government, through
legislation, to declare PEI a GMO-free province.
The fact that there are now more than 100
presentations to be made during these hearings
and the fact that many are coming from Prince
Edward Island and others from across the country
and around the world, we believe this is an
extremely serious issue. And with the
presentations that we’ve heard so far most of them
have been from organizations and individuals that
want PEI to be made into a GMO-free province.
They have been strong presentations, they have
produced plenty of evidence and we believe that
the process of these hearings should be at least
moved along more quickly. 

I know that you’re only meeting once a week, but
I think everybody must be heard on this and I’m
sure there are others out there who want still to be
heard, but I think we should be able to move this
more quickly so that by the spring sitting of the
legislature, certainly before the end of it, we could
have a recommendation from this committee that
would be clear and that it would be indeed a
recommendation that would make Prince Edward
Island a GMO-free province.

The Council of Canadians is a watchdog
organization in this country. We have over 100,000
members and we have chapters across the
country. We run national campaigns on some of
the country’s most important issues and we
believe the issue of genetic engineering,
biotechnology is one of those issues and that is
why we are very, very concerned about this
particular issue. 

You’ve already received a great deal of information
on the question of genetic modification, GM foods,
but I am going to go over a few facts. We do know
that there has not been proper safety testing of
any GM foods, because regulatory authorities
have accepted the argument that because GM
foods are similar to ordinary food, they can be
assumed to be as safe as ordinary food and
therefore, do not require testing. We do know that
regulatory authorities including the Canadian
authority have exempted GM foods from safety
testing despite the fact that they acknowledge that
the GM process is unreliable and uncontrollable
and gives rise to unpredictable effects including
unaccepted toxins and allergens in food crops and

gross abnormalities in animals.

We do know that secret documents revealing
health impacts of Monsanto’s GM maize for
example containing Btk genes have been
described as very disturbing by scientists of the
French Commission for Genetic Engineering. They
show kidney malformation and increases in white
blood cells in male rats and high blood sugar and
reduced immature red blood cells in female rats. 

We do know that UK scientists, Arpad Pusztai and
colleagues found that rats which were fed GM
potatoes with snowdrop lectin had every organ in
their bodies adversely affected and the stomach
and small intestine lining grew up to twice the
thickness of controls. And on that particular issue
last year I received a call from a farmer in this
province, not too far from Charlottetown who had
grown the NewLeaf potato, the BT potato that had
been developed by Monsanto and he had grown
them and of course, we do know that the market
went out in terms of the BT potato, but he said that
he was very pleased to have gotten out of the
business of growing genetically modified potatoes
and that on a personal note that his wife had
become quite sick due to stomach problems and it
had been traced back to the BT potato that he
grew on his own farm. It’s not unlike what Pusztai
found and that was the Monsanto potato. 

So we have had problems with genetically
modification in this province and some of those
cases, I’m sure, are documented by medical
doctors. We do know that in 2003 up to 100
villages in the South of the Philippines living near
GM maize plots suffered debilitating illnesses
when the GM maize came into flower. We do know
that between 2001 and 2002, 12 dairy cows died
on a farm in Germany after eating Syngenta’s BT
maize and others in the herd had to be
slaughtered on account of mysterious illnesses. 

We do know that the US Food and Drug
Administration had data since the early 1990's
showing that rats fed GM tomatoes with the
antisense gene to delay ripening developed small
holes in their stomachs. And we do know that
Aventis found a 100 per cent increase in deaths of
broiler chickens fed GM maize when compared to
a controlled group. That’s documented. And we do
know that there are numerous antidotes from
farmers and others indicating that livestock, wildlife
and lab animals avoid GM feed and fail to thrive or
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die when forced to eat it. And Jeffery Smith in - a
researcher in this area, of course, does document
the research that when rats were given a choice
between eating genetically modified food and
regular, they chose the regular and this is well
documented, and than when they were force fed,
they died. 

Now when we talk about this whole question of
whether Prince Edward Island should become a
genetically modified GMO-free region. We say that
GM crops are being developed by corporations
primarily to meet the needs of farmers in
industrialized countries and they’re trying to shove
this technology to third world countries and there
is resistance in both. 

A major problem with genetically modified
organisms is that the intellectual property rights
and monopoly control of seeds by multinationals
means that poor farmers in the south are unlikely
to benefit and that farmers in the north are going to
be completely controlled by the corporation and we
may have seen that earlier this afternoon in a
presentation. We do know that herbicide use will
probably increase with the use of GM crops and
yields are variable. And it is documented that
Argentina particularly the farmers in Argentina -

Fred McCardle (PC): The farmers are different but
you would know a whole lot more than (Indistinct)
.

Leo Broderick: Well -

Fred McCardle (PC): Your just that much smarter,
Leo. 

Leo Broderick: Thank you.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair): Fred, I think we
will wait until he makes his presentation.

Fred McCardle (PC): That’s not a presentation.
That’s a sermon. 

Leo Broderick: We do know that Argentina is
suffering harmful social environmental and health
effects from the introduction of GM crops,
especially soya. And we do know that increase use
of chemical weed killers will probably damage
other wildlife. We heard that from Ann Clark.. And
we do know that contamination of non GM crops
and related wild species will occur. That’s all

documented. But there has been no monitoring of
these adverse affects by government bodies. 

But I will say the only human feeding trial ever
conducted confirmed that genetically engineered
genes from soy transferred to the bacterium side
the digestive track, rendering the bacteria resistant
to herbicide.  This occurred in the UK.  This finding
gives credence to the fear that the antibiotic
resistant gene that’s used in most GM foods will
create antibiotic resistant super diseases. And the
British Medical Association, the site of this is one
reason why they called for a moratorium on GM
crops. 

Now I’m going to make reference to one thing
that’s happening in the United States. We do know
that in this country we rejected in the mid 90's the
bovine growth hormone that is given to cattle. The
United States of course did not. But this week
actually on the 28th, a dairy that produces the
second largest amount - number of dairy products
in the United States has decided that it will no
longer, as of April, except any milk that has any
traces of the bovine growth hormone. There’s no
question that’s genetically engineered, that there
are serious health problems associated with it,
there are cases that can be connected to cancer
causing problems and so on. So that’s an
important event.

We know that when that particular growth hormone
was being at least talked about and eventually
when Health Canada decided to hold
investigations it was really only because of well
tremendous amount groundwork, activists and
organizations of course, rallied Canadians to the
dangers of this and when six Canadian
government scientists testified before their senate
that they were being pressured by superiors to
approve this particular growth hormone. They said
afterwards that they had been bribed by Monsanto,
$1 million to $2 million for the drug’s approval. 

Now since then, Monsanto has of course tried to
bribe a number of government officials and right
now of course, it’s just been found that they did
bribe government officials in Indonesia and they
have to pay over $1 million fine and the United
States government is now also doing something
on that. But wherever Monsanto goes people are
saying that, people in positions of authority and
decision making are always contacted by them
and I’m hoping at least here that this does not
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happen in Prince Edward Island. 

So it is an ethical question. Now, I also want to say
that the most persistent concern about the drug
that is fed to the cattle in the United States does
cause serious difficulties for people who drink that
kind of milk. It does effect women and it says that
men are four times more likely to develop prostate
cancer and many, many Americans are rejecting
that particular milk. Now this particular dairy said
that it responded by cancelling this particular
genetically engineered drug by saying: look we are
a consumer driven company, so we are keeping
consumers in mind. That means simply that
regardless of what legislators do in the end, it will
be consumers who determine the outcome and
here on Prince Edward Island as more and more
people become aware of the dangers of
genetically modified organisms, the more fearful
they become of them and the more they want
Prince Edward Island to become a GMO-free
province. 

Over 30 countries have or now in the process of
implementing severe restrictions on GM food
exports. There is mounting consumer resistance to
the genetic modification of our food supply which
has created an increasing demand for non GM
foods. We know that this rejection has severely
affected Canadians, Canadian farmers and the
potential legal ramifications for the environment
release of patented seeds, places Canadian
farmers in a very difficult position. They will be at
the mercy of the corporations.

For many reasons, we believe that PEI should
become a GMO-free zone. The biotechnology
industry continues to promote itself as the final and
only panacea for all the problems of industrial
agriculture. A review of its real impacts reveal that
biotechnology is simply a continuation and an
exacerbation of today’s food production crisis. We
know that biotechnology increases environmental
degradation, causes new food safety risks and
threatens to increase world hunger. It’s not the
solution but a major part of the problem and with
the onslaught of GM food, we are now moving into
a new phase of industrial agriculture but a more
deadly one. 

What we have on Prince Edward Island now with
respect to agriculture is industrial agriculture.
Industrial agriculture views the farmers as a factory
with inputs such as pesticides, feed, fertilizer and

fuel and outputs such as potatoes, chicken, beef
and so on. The goal is to increase yield and
decrease the cost of production usually by
exploiting economy as a scale. A key feature of
agriculture is its cultivation of a single crop of
industrial agriculture is it’s cultivation of a single
crop at a time in a field, a practice called
monoculture. We have that on Prince Edward
Island. From this primary feature other notable
characteristic such as reliance on pesticides
necessarily flow.

Farms that grow one crop or two inevitably invite
pest and usually require heavy doses of
insecticides and herbicides to control them. We
know that planting the same crops year after year
deplete the soil, increasing the need for fertilizers.
At the same time, the large acreage under
cultivation provides large markets for pesticides,
fertilizer and farm vehicles. Similarly, concentrated
livestock operations put animals in close proximity
to one another, often under stressful conditions.
As a result, animals become susceptible to
disease creating a large market for antibiotics,
medications and vaccines and the huge scale
becomes necessary to afford the expensive
developing medicines and pesticides. 

PEI’s agriculture is in serious trouble and the
present system is not sustainable. And I believe
that some of you and maybe around this table, I
know some Islanders are in a state of denial. They
are in a state of big time denial, about the state of
agriculture in the province. We produce primarily
the potato. We follow the industrial model, we
know the environmental costs of this approach,
they’re considerable. We know the human health
costs of industrial agriculture, they are
considerable as well and the economic costs of
this approach to farmers have been devastating. 

Industrial agriculture is promoted by corporations
and by governments and often they have lied to
us. Industrial agriculture contaminates our
vegetables and our fruits with pesticides, slips
dangerous bacteria into our foods and sometimes
genetically modified growth hormones into our
milk. Particularly, if we drink milk from the United
States or visit there. Is it any wonder that cancer
rates are so high in this country, here on Prince
Edward Island.

Some say that industrial food is cheap and that’s
why we need to continue with this model and bring
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in genetically modified organisms. But if you add
the real cost of industrial food - its health, its
environmental and social costs to the current
supermarket price, I don’t think even some of the
wealthiest in this province could buy it. What
Prince Edward Island needs is a new and
alternative vision of agriculture, a vision that
incorporates farming practices that grow organic
and beyond. 

Organic agriculture is simply the beginning of an
evolution of a food system that respects farmers,
communities, the land, bio-diversity and the wild.
We have a blueprint for our collective efforts to
fundamentally reshape agriculture in this province.
We have our past. At one time in this province,
farmers raised crops and livestock on the same
farm, an approach that provided the diversity of
agriculture of products and buy products that could
be recycled on the farm. Animal operations also
provided financial security against the ups and
downs. A system of agriculture that is local, small
scale and family operated, biological diverse
humane and socially just is what we are
advocating for this province. 

We do not have to except the inevitability of an
industrial style agriculture here on Prince Edward
Island anymore and we certainly don’t have to
embrace genetically modified crops and
genetically modified products in this province.
There are options. If the public chooses to reshape
some aspects of our agricultural system, it can.
And it can do so by using the same tools that has
produced the industrial and factory model that the
biotechnology corporations now embrace, the very
same tools - research subsidies to farmers in the
transition period and market assistance. 

So from the Council of Canadians prospective. we
advocate strongly a complete ban on the growing
of genetic modified organisms in this province and
a move very quickly to a GMO-free zone. Thank
you.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair): Questions,
Andy.

Andy Mooney (PC): Well I’m certainly not going to
attack you on your presentation. And what I find, to
be honest and truthful, we have some of the large
companies and research firms that put on
presentations and than we have your presentation
and I know the truth is somewhere in the middle.

The way I see it is simply this. Mr. Renkema put on
a presentation. I farm as well and I know exactly
what he’s saying. It’s the cost of production and
the margins now are just so tight and the problem
is the consumer won’t pay enough for the product.
If there was a guarantee cost of production and a
floor price put on potatoes and on hogs, than we
wouldn’t be in this situation because farms could
survive and family farms. 

You talk that we’ve gone industrial farming, our
farm grows considerable more acres than we did
back a couple of generations ago, but there are
three families on our farm at home and we grow
about 650 acres. The problem is we’ve got people
passing out literature at the car ferries and at the
boat or at the fixed link - welcome to our poison
playground because they don’t want farms to use
the tools we have to, to ward off pests and stop the
blight from coming in. But yet when there’s
companies that may have tools that can help us
without spraying go the other route. 

As Mr. Renkema said, agriculture has been
promoting minimum tilling so we don’t have as
much lose clay running into our streams and into
the air, but the only way it can work is to use some
of the tools that are available. So it’s - I don’t know
where all the answers are but I tell you, farming
has just been a very tough business the last
number of years and I mean I can tell you right
now we’ve been selling 10 pound bags of potatoes
for 45 cents and even in the Quebec newspapers,
they’re saying: how can Prince Edward Island sell
potatoes like this. Well if the consumer would step
up and pay what has to be paid, we wouldn’t have
to look at the tools to get our costs down. 

Just one other - I just want to make one comment
on this Percy Schmeiser. The Canadian court
records indicates that the judge found Schmeiser
deliberately selected for the multiplying GM seeds
in 1997. For example, Mr. Schmeiser sprayed
Roundup herbicide over a good three acres from
which approximate 60 per cent of the plants
survived which should of told him they were GM.
At harvest, Schmeiser saved surviving canola
seed from the plants and then used them planting
in the year 1998. 

Now basically Schmeiser could of saved seed from
any part of his farm but took unusual steps
spraying just part of his crop with Roundup and
than basically made sure that this seed was kept
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separate. That’s the only thing I’m saying.

Leo Broderick: Which court did that information
come from?  Most of that was thrown out in the
first court that he went through, most of that
evidence has been thrown out and they said he
had 80 to 90 per cent - it was Monsanto that had
said so. When other investigators came in they
didn’t find it. They knew that was false, but that
was what was put in, but when the decision was
rendered it was not based on that stuff.

Andy Mooney (PC): Is that right?

Leo Broderick: Now, but I will make one
comment. Oh I agree with you. When we see a
picture of thousands and thousands of pounds of
Island potatoes being thrown out in the fields, food
being wasted, you wonder - there is something
wrong here. You don’t have to be too clued in to
know that where agriculture is going in the
province there is something definitely wrong. Now
I was in Montreal not too long ago and I did speak
to some people in the supermarket and they were
asking me about the Island potatoes and the one
thing they said and I was kind of surprised, they
said you are sending us these terrible potatoes,
are you sending all the good ones to the states?

Well I don’t think so. Maybe we are sending them
somewhere and I went to Ottawa and I met some
people at a meeting and they said, you know we’re
very disturbed about agriculture on Prince Edward
Island. We’re not buying PEI potatoes. We’re
concerned for two reasons, one there is far too
much pesticides being used in Prince Edward
Island. I mean it’s a problem, the image - we’ve
done that to ourselves, you can’t blame any
individual. And they are very concerned about
coming here to visit. They do not want to be
sprayed. And I can’t understand how a
government would endorse a system, genetically
modified organisms, that is going to simply, simply
rely on pesticides. It doesn’t give you any other
choice. You are going to  - soya beans is growing
them, the farmer that was just here, when we know
that he’s going to be spraying.  He has to spray
because that’s what they are designed to do.

Andy Mooney (PC): Can I throw one thing?

Leo Broderick: But then, what’s the impact than
on the environment?  Even if he says he’s
spraying once less time then last year. My god, I

don’t know how many times he sprays, but can’t
we look at a system that would simply do away
with that. I mean it is not going to be accepted by
people for too much longer. That’s the reality and
I know that farmers find it difficult and it’s not just
a farmer problem and in terms of prices, there’s no
question. We think that food is cheap.  Well we
probably should be paying more.  But it is you
know when you look at the impact on society of the
kind of food that we do grow and process, I mean
I would say that most farmers are controlled by the
big potato processors in the province. They’re
simply working for them and they’ve got few
freedoms. Little money, maybe some have lots of
money, I don’t know. They’re in difficulty there’s no
question, some are definitely. Why can’t we
diversify?  Why can’t we come up with a new
model?  Why can’t we have another vision for
agriculture? 

Primarily potato, we have organic agriculture trying
to get off the ground in the province and certainly
if your going to be in a field either next to a person
who sprays pesticides or herbicides, if you are an
organic farmer, you’re in trouble and now if you
have genetically modified organisms growing next
door, contamination, you are out of the picture in
terms of developing in agriculture in the province
that is sustainable, that is safe, that people will
embrace. 

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair): Do you have
any questions. 

Ron MacKinley (L): Yes, Leo you talked about the
5 per cent I believe it was -

Leo Broderick: Contamination, yes.

Ron MacKinley (L): - the Dewar lady mentioned
that. When organic farmers get an organic license
- is there any tolerance? Is there a tolerance for
the license?

Leo Broderick: There is.

Ron MacKinley (L): How much?

Leo Broderick: Well I think -

Ron MacKinley (L): What is the tolerance?

Leo Broderick: Well I’d say for genetically
modified it would be - the standard would probably
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be zero. But -

Ron MacKinley (L): What’s the tolerance for
spray?

Leo Broderick: I’m not sure what the tolerance is
for spray.

Ron MacKinley (L): You’re here preaching
organic -

Leo Broderick: But here -

Ron MacKinley (L): Just let me finish.

Leo Broderick: One percent.

Ron MacKinley (L): You’re here preaching
organic. You know a lot about Monsanto and all
these, but you don’t know what the rules are for
organic farmers. I’m not sure what it is myself, I
never checked into. I’m just going by what that
lady that was here, said it was 5 per cent
contamination or whatever. When she quoted was
organic - GMO modified soya beans or whatever.

Leo Broderick: What she is referring to and she
didn’t tell you that, it’s under the category of
voluntarily labeling in this country. And very few
who - it’s insignificant, the volunteering labeling.
People do not label in terms of voluntarily label
and what she specifically said: if you were going to
you could have up to 5 per cent contamination of
GM ingredients.

Ron MacKinley (L): No, in order to go to the
Farmer’s Market here, the organic growers - let’s
say there’s potatoes there and there’s soy beans
at the Farmer’s Market they said: organic grown.
So they’ve got to be certified, certified organic
grown. Is there any tolerance in order to be
certified organic grown in the province?

Leo Broderick: There is –

Audience:  Can I say something?

Leo Broderick: Sure.

Audience: As an organic grower there is zero
tolerance for genetically modified.

Leo Broderick: Yes.

Audience: There’s no testing.  The only time it
gets tested is if you’re trying to export it to the
country that wants the testing - in terms of
pesticide sprays, it’s based on the buffer zones, a
certainly distance. 

Ron MacKinley (L): So there’s no tolerance, it’s
just distance for  -

Audience: (Indistinct) GMO is not acceptable.
There’s no testing going on (Indistinct) .

Ron MacKinley (L): Alright, when you get back to
organic and I’m a farmer myself and I think the
organic movement is good as far as people it’s
another niche market, but the problem you have
here is - in PEI the organic growers’ total sales
were $590,000. That seems - like the market that’s
a very small window. 

Like for instance, let’s say for instance, Freddy
Dollar has got a good business going out there,
but let’s say, one large potato producers decided
they were going to put in 50 acres of organic
potatoes which they could and went after the chain
stores market. Like there’s not room right yet for
the two of them. You know what I mean?  I think
that seed crop or whatever it is, is a good idea. All
that stuff is good but there’s just not a - the
consumers aren’t demanding, it’s not there. Like if
you go into Sobey’s and you see hundreds of ten-
pound bags originally grown and than you have an
organic corner on the far side, the movement is 99
per cent from the traditional way of growing them.

Leo Broderick: Well it’s a - there’s a  variance in
price and so if you get people going in they are
going to go very often, because there is a lot of
people who don’t have the money. I think it’s a
justice issue. I wouldn’t be advocating organic
agriculture as a niche market for people who got a
little bit of extra money. It’s a social justice issue
that all people should be eating healthy food and
it’s not just two classes of people that get a chance
at eating healthy food. 

I think it’s the responsibility of our government, in
particularly, in this instance when we’re now
looking at the whole system of agriculture and
where we’re headed is to take serious action - it’s
not going to happen overnight. We need a plan,
ten, 12 maybe even shorter period of time to be
able to accomplish a major change in the way we
do agriculture in the province. Otherwise, the
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situation is going to get worse. You’re still going to
have people say that we don’t want to come to PEI
because of pesticides. 

Ron MacKinley (L): Leo, we had Ann Clark here
which I questioned and said that GMO didn’t cut
chemical costs back. She was here last week.

Leo Broderick: She’s right.

Ron MacKinley (L): Mightn’t in the first year or
two, but yet we got a farmer here Gary from
Wheatley River which is in a high sloped area.  It’s
very important for him to be no till in order to save
the land and he said he only has to go through
once with GMO modified soya beans where the
other way he would have to go through two times.
He would have to go through with RoundUp before
he no tilled, than he’d have to come back through
with something like a Sencor or some other
product and he’s only got a small window there to
do that, four days, and we know how windy, you
can have your sprayer shutdown here for a week
and not move, quite simple as that because the
wind is up.  It just depends. 

Where the genetically modified soya beans give
him an opportunity to spray in a longer window. So
like who do we believe here?  Do we believe Ann
Clark when she says there’s none or do we believe
Gary, a farmer, that’s doing it. Like this is a point
that we’re into. I don’t grow soya beans but this is
what we’re into. So I’ll ask you Leo, how many
acres of soya beans do you grow?

Leo Broderick: Well I don’t grow any, but -

Ron MacKinley (L): You don’t grow any. Just wait
now. How do you -

Leo Broderick: No I’ll answer the question, Ann
Clark. Ann Clark said that sometimes there will be
a reduction in the use of pesticides, but on
average or even - in some cases yes, but
generally there is not a reduction. It is averaging
out to be about the same. You think Monsanto who
specializes in chemicals is going to have a
situation where they are going to get rid of their
chemicals. I don’t think so.

Ron MacKinley (L): Well they have the rights for
RoundUp Ready.

Leo Broderick: Well that’s it. That -

Ron MacKinley (L): They have the rights for that.
But there is one application of that goes on and
what Monsanto wants or what somebody else
wants well I’m interested in is the farmers that are
using the product and I’m inclined to go to listen to
them same as you had that research guy in here,
former researcher with Agriculture Canada
(Indistinct) presentation. But if you got a farmer
coming in here and saying he’s going one trip and
he can manage his land - I know what Wheatley
River is like and the hills and that up there. If you
talk here and  you listen to your conversation you
say continuous growing. So you are referring
continuous growing of this genetic modified soya
beans, but yet that farmer he rotates and I brought
that up with her and she said in her opinion that
would prolong the resistance to RoundUp.

Leo Broderick: Yes. Well you grow potatoes?

Ron MacKinley (L): Yes.

Leo Broderick: How often do you spray? How
many times in the cycle?

Ron MacKinley (L): I would spray - depends on
the variety. If you grow a round white variety that’s
early, you might get away with four. If you are
growing a Russet Burbank you could possible be
as high as six trips through the field. Depends on
the year and depends on your weather forecast
and the Department of Agriculture whether it’s high
blight resistance in the area or not. 

Leo Broderick: So do your neighbours out there
think it’s a healthy activity?

Ron MacKinley (L): They keep voting me in, so
they  (Indistinct) .

LAUGHTER.

Ron MacKinley (L): Don’t know much about that.

Richard Brown (L): Must of said something
(Indistinct) . Can I get some.

Ron MacKinley (L): No we make sure that the
wind is not blowing towards anybody - you got to
have respect for your neighbours. We have cell
phones.  We usually have two-way radios in the
tractor that if for instance, I’ll use one example and
one example only and then I’ll let you go onto
somebody else. There’s this gentleman out there
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and his wife had a new baby and we had a field
close to their house and I’m telling you we were -

Leo Broderick: Twenty feet.

Ron MacKinley (L): Oh no we’d be 100 feet or so.
We were more than 20 feet. That’s a little
ridiculous. That’s if you built in town, they’re all
(Indistinct). Just wait now anyway I’ll tell you. So
anyway the sprayer phoned me that night, I was
there, phoned him and said I’m going to spray that
field because it was a dead calm night and it was
just coming dark on a Friday or Saturday night. So
I said you wouldn’t have a cardboard box around
here, would you? And he said why?   Well I want
to see how far this drift is going to go. So we went
out and we came back in his property about 10,
twenty feet in on his property and I said if there’s a
drift from that sprayer, that cardboard box, we’ll
walk out and it will be wet. And so anyway, to
make a long story short, the sprayer came in. We
sat there, the sprayer went in and we went out and
got the box, there was no drift and than him and
his wife went and lit up their cigarettes and had a
drink. They lit up two cigarettes in the house. All
I’m saying is -

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair): Leo, just two
more questions. 

Leo Broderick: Okay but I have to respond to his
-

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair): No there’s no
question there. Eva.

Leo Broderick: Okay.

Ron MacKinley (L): We can do that again
sometime, Leo.

Eva Rodgerson (PC): I guess what I was
wondering you said you’d like a ban on planting,
growing and processing when you led into your
presentation. Now a lot of your presentation was
around food safety. And then we talked about
chocolate bars, tomatoes, chickens, soya and than
we have things like insulin or whatever. I’m
wondering why your organization is not concerned
about the all these other products that - why is it
not a ban on products being in the province that
are genetically modified as opposed to just
planting them here.

Leo Broderick: Well I just used those as
examples. We’re very concerned about the whole
direction of biotechnology and the corporate
control and it would make sense that it if we’re
going for a GMO-free zone, then we would want it
banned completely, the growing and we haven’t
even touched on the whole question of Aqua
Bounty and that would be part of it. That’s a
problem with the salmon, the genetically modified
salmon. So we are concerned about the big
picture. 

Eva Rodgerson (PC): In your preamble, you
weren’t asking for that though. You were just
asking for -

Leo Broderick: Oh well we’re looking at the entire
GMO, so it’s a good point.

Eva Rodgerson (PC): So are you saying then that
you would like to see foods and let’s say insulin or
Type 2 Diabetes (Indistinct) .

Leo Broderick: Well we don’t have any control
over that. Anything that we would have control
over in this province in terms of growing crops and
the processing, we would have some control of
what would be processed. Anything that we have
control of at this particular level but he federal level
is another issue. That’s another issue in terms of
what the federal government does. What we can
control locally at the community provincial level,
that’s what we are concerned with in terms of
genetically GMO-free zone.

Eva Rodgerson (PC): Right now most of us like I
say, other than what’s on the store shelves or
anything that you are eating is GMO - is what is
brought in. So that would be -

Leo Broderick: Yes we have no control of that. It
would be what we do here. And you know and we
are still concerned with the pesticides issue,
because I was going to say to -

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair): You’re going to
get it in anyway.

Leo Broderick: Well I am anyway because I have
to tell this story. Because it is right from out on his
farm because you did spray one time and
neighbours and they had painted their house. The
trim was painted red after you sprayed, there was
so much pesticide that it changed the colour of the
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paint blue. And it is a true story.  

Unidentified Member: (Indistinct) .

Leo Broderick: No, no the colour changed. It was
such a significant impact on the house that the
pesticide because there was drift and it did change
the colour of the paint. 

Ron MacKinley (L): Nobody told me that.

Leo Broderick: You did get calls.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair): Two short
questions and two short answers.

Wayne Collins (PC): All right when you were
speaking - when Ron was speaking to you about
the conventionally grown potatoes in the
supermarket next to the organically grown
potatoes in the supermarket, you started talking
about everyone should have the healthy choice,
the healthy foods. And I think you may of left the
impression there that conventionally grown Island
potato is not a healthy food. Would you concur or
disagree with that? I mean -

Leo Broderick: Well certainly if you - inspections
of potatoes that have been grown with pesticides
and so on. They have been deemed to be not as
advantageous as another.

Wayne Collins (PC): Quick question than. Is the
conventional grown Island potato a healthy food in
your opinion?

Leo Broderick: Well it - people eat it and I say
that -

Wayne Collins (PC): I know that.

Leo Broderick: Well it’s healthy.

Wayne Collins (PC): I eat it.

Leo Broderick: Its healthy. If you want me to say
it’s healthy. What I would say is that we don’t know
the full impact of even potatoes that have been
sprayed with pesticides. We can have something
better and but to simply say you know let’s go with
- if I said well it’s  not healthy. 

Wayne Collins (PC): Well you used the term,

healthy choice.

Leo Broderick: Well we need healthier choices.

Wayne Collins (PC): You gave the impression
that if you choose the organic potato, you choose
the healthy choice and if you foregone the
conventional one, you know.

Leo Broderick: Well certainly the process of
industrial agriculture, no one can possibly argue
that it is a healthier process than a more natural
system of agriculture and I just put forth organic
and that’s just the beginning. I mean no one can
argue.   Now some people say it’s economies of
scale but there is plenty of research being done in
areas of the world that are moving in the organic
and they are going with fairly large acreage.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair): Robert,
question.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L): Thank you, Mr.
Chair. It’s great to have Leo here before the
committee. He was my Grade 12 Political Science
Professor and I’m glad to see you have not lost
your flamboyance.

Leo Broderick: Thank you.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L): I got just a couple
of quick comments here and one real fast question
and the first one is you were mentioning our
potatoes in the Ontario market and they were
asking why our potatoes were no good. Well I think
part of the problem with the shelf space in Ontario
now, is that they have Ontario potatoes on the
shelves and not PEI potatoes, because everybody
I talk to still says PEI potatoes are the best
potatoes in the world and I happen to agree with
that. I can also say that you talked about Monsanto
and you were talking bribes and stuff and I can say
that Monsanto and Percy, both came in and met
with us and neither side tried to bribe us at that
time.

Leo Broderick: Good.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L): But my question
has to do more with chemicals and I want you - at
the beginning of your presentation, you made a
comment on the fact that with GM crops that there
is more pesticides than if there is not GM crops
and they are spraying them. I’m just wondering if
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you could explain that to me? How there is more -

Leo Broderick: More with -

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L): Yes, more with GM
products?

Leo Broderick: Well the information that we
received from areas that are into genetically
modified and certainly canola in western Canada.
It does require more spraying of Ready RoundUp,
it is a constant dose. There is a different - with
conventional you still would require pesticides, but
the argument I think the argument that Monsanto
made and other biotech is that it is going to reduce
the amount of pesticides being used and -

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L): I’ve heard that
argument.

Leo Broderick: What is being presented is that it
does not. And you may find in some cases -

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L): Is there pesticides
in the crops?

Leo Broderick: Well some of them are. Like the
BT potato, but that’s no longer on the market. But
the others are simply resistant to that particular
RoundUp Ready. That’s their pesticide and you
spray it. It kills everything else. 

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L): So the argument
that you use - or that I guess the GM companies
use is that if they plant these crops they are going
to use less pesticides, but your saying in fact that’s
not correct.

Leo Broderick: We’re saying that it is not true.
That’s what’s coming in from the United States.
It’s coming in from western Canada; it’s coming in
now.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L): But the example of
the first farmer who was before the committee. He
says that he sprays less because of the GM. But
then are you saying that - he’s probably got more
pesticides within the crop.

Leo Broderick: Not that crop, no.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L): Not that crop. 

Leo Broderick: No. 

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L): So in fact he would
be spraying less then.

Leo Broderick: Well he says he is and I won’t say
that he is not telling the truth. All I’m saying is that
in other areas and with some soya beans, that has
not been the case and they are documented where
they are now finding after three or four years. 

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L): Can you give me
some of that documentation?

Leo Broderick: Yes.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L): Next time Monsanto
meets, I’ll question them on it.

Leo Broderick: Well it was presented last week.

Andy Mooney (PC): I want to throw one for you
before -

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair): We have to let
Leo go. 

Andy Mooney (PC): I know that. The argument as
far as using more pesticides if you are growing
soya bean, soya bean, soya bean, soya bean like
maybe they are somewhere, I can see that. For
the simple fact there’s talk that weeds pulled
develop a resistance to the RoundUp so it doesn’t
work and you’re going to get taller weeds and
different things. 

But the thing is if you are a responsible farmer and
rotating and you have soya beans one year that
you have RoundUp Ready and you are using less
tilling, less spray, well the next year in your grain
crop, you’re going to put your conventional spray
on for weeds which anything that’s grown a
tolerance to RoundUp will get nabbed the next
year. You know what I mean. So them seeds are
not going to develop a resistance. 

Leo Broderick: Anyway that’s -

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair): Thank you very
much Leo. We appreciate your coming. 

Leo Broderick: Thank you, thank you all.
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Andy Mooney (PC): Thank you very much.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair): And the
information that you have given us. 

Leo Broderick: I’ll leave it with the clerk.

Part III - David Daughton, Eastern Cooperative
Health Organization

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair): The next
presenter is David, representing the Eastern
Cooperative Health Organization. I think that’s
Daughton. Is it David. You were - just came in a
little late but usually what we do is we ask the
presenter to make a presentation, twenty minutes
or so and than we ask questions if that’s okay with
you? 

David Daughton: Yes, I don’t think I’ll take 20
minutes, but I think -

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair): Okay, that’s
fine, sir.

David Daughton: - But I think maybe Leo took a
little bit of mine. So there we go. 

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair): No, we’ll give
you - Perhaps you could give us a little bit of your
background just where you’re from.

David Daughton: Sure. My name is David
Daughton and I am a 25-year resident of PEI,
moved here from Wales way back when. I’m here
in my capacity as President of the Eastern
Cooperative Health Organization.  Eastern Health
Organization has a office on 129 Kent St. and we
have for the last five years been the Atlantic
Representative of the Canadian Health Network,
Canada’s Health Information Website at
www.canadian-health-network.ca if anybody is
looking for health information.

I’m - anymore.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair): That sounds
good.

David Daughton: Okay. 

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair): Go right ahead.

David Daughton: And some people here will
know me from my work in cooperative community
economic development as well. I have worked for
a good many years in the cooperative economic
development field and I continue to do that. I
mainly want to address the community today on
issues around the health determents of income
and employment and environment. As many of you
will be aware, the health of the population is
determined by a number of factors, principle
among which are income and employment status.
And so that is to say all the research shows that if
you have a bunch of people, the people who are
employed and have decent income will be
healthier than the people who are unemployed and
without income regardless of how many hospitals
they have access to et cetera. 

So I think genetically modified organisms have the
capacity to impact on employment and income
generation on PEI. And they also have a capacity
to impact on the environment so I thought it
worthwhile presenting on those issues. 

It’s clear that when it comes to agriculture, PEI is
at the forefront. PEI produces at the forefront of
agricultural production.  They have got a history of
excellence in agricultural production. So we are
not looking at a group of third world or
disadvantaged or technologically banquet
producers, quite the opposite. We’re looking at the
sharp and pointy end of agriculture here. And I
think that the point is no doubt being made about
the large portion of the recent potato crop being,
well and not just this one being sprayed on fields,
because of the lack of market. 

I think clearly production and yield are not the
issue in farming today. Marketing is the main issue
and more importantly, access to markets is a key
to a successful farming economy. And I have
come from - I came to PEI from living in Europe. I
do go back to see family on a regular basis so I
frequently come up against the European attitude
to genetically modified organisms and I can say
that genetically modified organisms reduce and
threaten market access. 

So given that we’re a province that relies heavily
on agriculture and that we are all ready producing
commodities in excess of what the market can
absorb. Any step that’s likely to limit access to
markets is a retro grade step. There are a few
other things about GMO’s. They increase the
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capital intensiveness of the industry. So they are
essentially another costs to farmers as the
developmental cost of the proprietary seed is
passed on to the grower. Inevitably as we’ve seen
with the Schmeiser decision and the general trend
of litigation. The ability of farmers to produce their
own seed should they wish to do so, is
compromised. 

I’m not going to get into the GMO science because
I’m sure that you’ve heard opposing views from
numerous people about that. But essentially we’re
talking about a consolidation of genetic wealth and
so we’re likely to loose some seed diversity in the
process of GMO’s especially the studies do show
that GMO activity compromises other grower
activity. 

So anyway, GMO’s makes the industry more
capital intensive, capital tends to leave the region
which is certainly a concern to me from an
economic development point of view. Anything that
can be done to increase the prosperity on PEI, I
would say is worth doing. Anything that’s going to
affect into farming yet another way to export
money out of the PEI agriculture economy to the
owners of the proprietary seed rights, I would say
is also a retro grade step.

Success in marketing is based on competitive
advantage. And at this stage in history PEI has an
opportunity and I must commend the committee for
taking the step of looking into it. PEI has an
opportunity at this stage of history of declaring
itself GMO-free, as a means of creating a very
high profile marketing advantage. We would be the
only jurisdiction to be able to lay claim to that,
especially in an economy that’s so heavily
agriculturally based. 

It’s a high profile marketing advantage not just for
the agric business sector, but also for other
sectors of the economy such as tourism and
environmental research. And you’ve heard a lot
about, from what I can tell, about organic
agriculture versus GMO agriculture. I certainly
have opinions about that. But my primary concern
is that if the government does not choose to
declare PEI a GMO-free zone, we will be missing
a significant marketing economy which would
create an advantage for PEI goods and also would
create an opportunity for research to come into the
Island. Certainly I don’t think - there’s a lot of
agricultural research on the Island but as a GMO-

free island, PEI would be opened to research
projects which other jurisdictions could not offer a
home to. 

So there are many producers of organic foods who
might be placed in jeopardy by GMO, but I think
that from - in terms of the entire spectrum of island
producers, being GMO free would be good for
everybody. So rather than arguing about who it’s
best for, the GMO-free Island would in fact be
advantageous to all agricultural producers. 

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair): Okay.

David Daughton: That’s it.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair): Thank you, sir.
Anybody Eva.

Eva Rodgerson (PC): I was just wondering right
now as far as potatoes since we no longer grow
the NewLeaf potato, we’re GMO-free as far as
potatoes go, we’re not seen as any different in the
marketplace. This is where we’re struggling is -
right now the main product here, like you said
we’ve been talking about a lot is potatoes, so how
do you see that this will change things? 

David Daughton: I think it would change things in
terms of creating a message that would go out to
the broader community and into the broader
marketplace. I can tell you that PEI potato is a
pretty well known in Canada, but nobody knows
anything about them in Europe other than in
specialized potato circles. So if you want people to
be specifically looking out for a PEI potato as a
higher quality food product, then you can try and
go head to head with all the other - we grow the
best potato provinces and states. 

I believe that being GMO-free would put PEI on
the map in terms of top of mind awareness of
consumers in a way that many other things that
are being done would not do and certainly judging
by the email that comes across my desk. The very
fact that these hearings are being held is
generating an enormous amount of interest across
the country. I suspect that were the government to
come out in favour of being GMO-free, but that
message would be very widely heard and it would
be a very positive message certainly to European
consumers.

Eva Rodgerson (PC): Say right now because our
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potatoes are GMO-free, if we could - if we
advertized that they’re GMO-free at the present
date, do you think something like that would make
a difference?

David Daughton: Well it certainly make a
difference in certain market places. But I don’t
think it would have quite the impact of applying it to
the whole sector. There - I think one of the
concerns that I understand  people expressed with
GMO agricultural products is that they tend to
spread and there tends to be cross contamination
and increase weed resistance and so on. So I
think it’s hard to sort of cherry pick your areas of
being free from GMO’s. So the fact that within this
jurisdiction you can declare the entire place GMO-
free. 

We’ve been the first province to go smoke free in
public place which is a great thing for the health of
Islanders.  We’ve been the first province to go
province-wide with a waste management system
which I think sends a message to a lot of other
jurisdictions and is a very welcome step in terms of
health and well being of Islanders and I think being
GMO-free would be good for the economy and it
would send a positive message. 

Eva Rodgerson (PC): Thank you.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair): Ron.

Ron MacKinley (L): Yes. If we use it as a
marketing tool, say the government decides we’re
going GMO-free. Could you see it being an
advantage of having - like we got tenderloin pork
now, the same that that gentleman has probably
that made the presentation this evening.  So if you
were short of feed with GMO-free going into that,
you could say PEI tender pork loin, GMO-free. You
grow a ten-pound bag of potatoes and you ship it
to Toronto and you’d have GMO-free. Would that
be - do you think that would be a good selling tool?

David Daughton: Personally, yes. Anything that
distinguishes your product in the marketplace if it’s
not bad, is good. 

Ron MacKinley (L): You see if you ship PEI
potatoes, GMO-free - or PEI GMO-free. You could
have PEI potatoes, PEI GMO-free or something
like that. 

David Daughton: Again -

Ron MacKinley (L): Healthy choice.

David Daughton: I’ve worked in the food
business.

Ron MacKinley (L): Yes.

David Daughton: And I think it would be a selling
point. Clearly there are some people who might
not like that, but they would probably be a very
limited number of people, like Monsanto’
stockholders. 

Ron MacKinley (L): But if you go into - like even
the Farmers Market, I’m back to the Farmers
Markets, but if you go in there, there are organic
grown potatoes.  Then you go around to another
chap who has not organic grown potatoes, but
they are pesticide-free potatoes. The fact that he
has pesticide-free, he seems to be doing a fairly
good business there.

David Daughton: Yes.

Ron MacKinley (L): Probably as much as
(Indistinct) .

David Daughton: And I think the marketplace is
becoming more sophisticated for - with consumers
making that distinction. Certainly a lot of people
are opting to go for certified organic as opposed to
just pesticide free. Some people are in transition
and selling things - I know that when I go into a
supermarket in the UK and I was back there
visiting my mother at Christmas. There was just
row after row after row of speciality food products
and organic food products - and people are
choosing the co-op stores in England have
declared themselves GMO-free in the last year
and they do that to get people through the door. 

Ron MacKinley (L): See what I think happened to
the potato business. We got an over-supply, not
only here, but in Europe to, Holland is full of
potatoes, Germany. But if you have an edge, but
when we started washing, we had a drought here.
So in other words, we couldn’t fill our markets, so
we started washing potatoes over the last few
years. Before you put them up with the red clay on
them. And when the consumer went in, they
looked for the red soil from PEI. So that was a
selling feature. 

But you go into a grocery store downtown Toronto
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today, everybody’s is all washed. So the product
looks basically the same. You might get a little
greyer but basically the same products. So we
don’t have that edge anymore because today the
consumers is wanting a product - they want a ten-
pound bag that is washed. They don’t want to take
them home and put them in the sink and wash
them. So times have all changed. And we lost our
market due to drought because we lost the shelf
space. So now we got to try and get back into that
market and we have a surplus of potatoes, not
only in Canada, but the US and Europe. 

But if you had use that, I’ve been thinking at this
angle, if you could use that GMO-free, like in PEI
we grow I think something like 10,000 acres.
There’s a million acres here. So 1 per cent is used
in genetically modified but there is some corn
grown here, soya beans is about the biggest crop.
And I’m just wondering - you probably have to
have a study done on it or something whether it
would work, but is there that much resistance to
consumers out there. Like if you go to Sobey’s or
Atlantic SuperStore today, the salmon is
genetically modified, is it not?

David Daughton: Well some, yes.

Ron MacKinley (L): Yes. Leo says it’s not.

Leo Broderick: No it’s not. 

Ron MacKinley (L): What.

Leo Broderick: It hasn’t been proved. 

Ron MacKinley (L): All right.

Leo Broderick: The request is in. 

Ron MacKinley (L): The request is in. Well if you
go to a feed lot. There is a large feed lot.
Especially in western Canada. What they were
doing was mixing so much not chemicals - no no
antibiotics like they were mixing penicillin in the
feed. And than their animals were not getting sick,
but than all of sudden you find out that they start
getting a resistance, the animals, to that penicillin
or whatever they were using. So you build up a
resistance in that to.

So that’s not the long term answer and if you go
the conventional way there’s a article there.
There’s a problem right now all across Canada

with wheat control in the regular fields, because
the lambs quarters and that are getting a
resistance to your products such as Sencor or
whatever and there’s not many options to go with.
So you’d get resistance if you use dry frost too
much you are going to get resistance to it. If you
use Sencor you are going to get to much. No
matter what you do. 

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair): Okay, Eva.

Eva Rodgerson (PC): (Indistinct) No, I asked. . .

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair): Sorry. Andy.

Andy Mooney (PC): Well I farm as well. I try to
keep a very open mind on this and the one thing -
a year like this when potatoes are worth just
tremendously low prices. 

David Daughton: Yes.

Andy Mooney (PC): And when consumers have
the choice of paying just a little more and getting
organic.  In a year when potatoes, both organic
and traditionally grown, are a tremendously cheap
commodity to buy, but yet the stores, the organic
are not going at a run right now, I mean organic
potatoes this year will be as cheap as conventional
potatoes any normal year, but yet the store
shelves, they’re just not moving them and that’s
why - like the consumer, for the most part, talk
about they would love to see GMO-free, they
would love to see organic but when it comes down
to actually reaching for their wallet and paying for
that because that’s where I see the problem and
even with the large chains in Canada - when the
two major chains in Canada, for us to sell our
product to are Sobeys and Superstore. We only
have maybe 20 or 30 per cent of the market, in
potatoes, that’s the crop I’m most familiar with. 

I think if we declared GMO-free, I don’t know if
they would say they would promote selling GMO-
free because that would give us 100 per cent of
their shelf space and when you play one province
off against another. Like I just don’t know - what
I’m trying to do is to see if there’s benefit here for
the farmers as well. And I’m just in a quandary
because right now when you have organic and - let
me tell you I mean I look at the prices in the stores
when I walk through and organic potatoes this
year, they should be, being paid more too, but -
you know what I’m saying.
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David Daughton: I’m - if this committee were
about how to modify the food system then I would
probably have lots of opinions to share with you.
But on a personal level, I just try and spend my
money as close to the farm as I can, the best
quality stuff that I can get. Like Mr. MacKinley, I
obviously spend time in the Farmers Market in
order to do that. But in the big picture if you look at
the fact that we are for better or for worse in an
increasingly globalized economy, why would you
grow something that you know, certain parts of
that world economy don’t want. Whether it’s GMO
soya beans or GMO anything. 

So at the moment most of our trade is with the
USA and we also have a lot of trade with other
countries, but I just think especially in terms of
valued added products, the European market is a
huge market.  It’s a growing market and if you
want to develop some market recognition going
GMO-free doesn’t really - I think everybody
acknowledges - it doesn’t really change a whole
heck of a lot. I mean there’s not a lot of GMO
happening on PEI at the moment. So it’s not like
you have to pull the plug on all these people who
are going to sue you for stopping them from doing
GMO activities. But there is an opportunity to get
ahead of the game in terms of the public
perception in terms of the marketing message

So to me it’s a win, win solution. There’s no down
side to it. People can’t sell all their potatoes now,
so it’s not like making them GMO-free is going to
stop them from selling potatoes. That’s already a
problem. If it has even the remotest chance of
increasing sales, then I personally don’t see what
there is to lose.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair): Wayne.

Wayne Collins (PC): David, thank you for a well
focused  presentation by the way and I want to
continue on your thoughts there about what is the
chance of bettering Prince Edward Island’s
marketing abilities here? 

Because there is so much at stake here, I’m
wondering would you consider it advisable that
before this committee makes a decision, before
government or the legislature ultimately makes a
decision on this issue, that there should be some
kind of independent study done about the, I guess
marketable ability. In our traditional markets,
whether it would be Ontario, Quebec, New

England areas, in terms of some kind of an
independent assessment of what is the potential
here for increase sales of potatoes and other
products based on a GMO-free brand. Would that
be advisable in your opinion before such a
decision was made - we have some fairly concrete
data to work with?

David Daughton: I would say, as a taxpayer, it
would depend on how much it would costs to do
such a study, but certainly, yes. It’s better to make
an informed decision than uninformed decision
and I know a lot of my take on this is antidotal in
that I’m fairly familiar with the growth in the organic
industry. So I know that if you look at the growth
curve on organics, it’s very strong. But whether
that can be extrapolated to GMO’s in the traditional
markets, I guess you could certainly do some test
marketing and see and I’m not sure that the
average consumer would have resistance to
buying something labeled GMO-free. It might be
possible that there are wholesale issues or other
kinds of state and provincial issues.

Wayne Collins (PC): I guess the thing is to try to -
would you have an advantage in getting your
product to the consumer in some places. The
consumer ultimately will make that decision I
know. 

David Daughton: Yes.

 Wayne Collins (PC): But just to get it into the
market place with some kind of cache attached to
that product.

David Daughton: Well personally, I would love to
see some progress from this committee further
along the road and if that progress was a
recommendation to study the impacts in the
marketplace of declaring the province GMO-free,
Yes, it’s a step in the right direction.

Wayne Collins (PC): Okay, thank you.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair): Ron you got
another question.

Ron MacKinley (L): Yes. (Indistinct) advertised in
the papers  in Toronto that Andy was talking about,
you wouldn’t ask the chain stores to promote it is
what you would do is PEI could legally put on their
bags GMO-free. Then the consumer will read and
make up their own minds. There’s a good
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possibility - like we used to have the red soil, we
don’t have it anymore. 

So if we have an niche like GMO-free - will that
attract sales of product, that’s the question. If you
have an Ontario bag, Quebec bag of potatoes and
PEI and we’re - PEI is GMO-free, say you
advertised growing GMO-free, I don’t how you’d do
it. I don’t even know if there are any GMO potatoes
grew outside of PEI anyway. The thing is I was just
wondering if that would be worth looking into if
there is a niche in the market?

David Daughton: I believe it would.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair): Wilfred.

Wilfred Arsenault (PC): That’s a very good
question. Good to see you again, David. David,
are you aware of any European country that’s
discussing GMO-free jurisdictions at the moment?

David Daughton: No. Somebody - there are
probably people in the room with better research
than I have on that. I know that there’s been a lot
of activism in terms of trying to make jurisdictions
GMO-free, but I’m not aware of any other political
jurisdictions that are looking at it.

Wilfred Arsenault (PC): Thank you.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair): Robert.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L): I thought that was
a very concise presentation as well and
informative and I’m just wondering, do you know if
there is any empirical data.  It’s kind of on the
same question as Wayne but have you or seen
any empirical data stating that there are a certain
segment of the population that are looking for
GMO-free products?

David Daughton: Well that’s -

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L): Because you say
you’ve got numbers to show that organics were on
in Europe -

David Daughton: Yes.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L):  - and I’m just
wondering like if that would be the same crowd
that would look for GMO-free at the same time and

-

David Daughton: Well organic gives you GMO-
free as sort of a bundle and so certainly people
who are looking for organically grown foods,
certified organic food would be looking for GMO-
free foods.,

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L): And what is the
growth rate like do you know?

David Daughton: I can get you those figures but
I don’t have them on me now.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L): So there would be
figures out there that could give-

David Daughton: Oh yes.

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L): - us some empirical
data on what it looks like - how much of a market
there is out there if we do try and market ourselves
as GMO-free. 

David Daughton: There’s definitely empirical data
on the demand for organically grown food and I
would say that the fact that vast numbers of the
population have rejected GMO foods in Europe is
indicative that and including as I say, major
supermarkets. 

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L): But I think what you
were saying - and you know it comes down to
basically advertising and I think what you’re saying
is that - if we went GMO-free, the advertising bump
we could get from it from around the world even
would help sell our potatoes, because right now,
as Eva pointed out, we could put GMO-free
potatoes - or GMO-free labels on our potatoes
right now, could we not?

David Daughton: We could. What we couldn’t do
is say that they are from a GMO-free jurisdiction
and again -

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L): No, GMO-free
potatoes.

David Daughton: - I’m not even sure how secure
you can be in terms of advertising something as
GMO-free if there are other GMO crops being
grown in the vicinity. 
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Honourable Robert Ghiz (L): Can you put GMO-
free on your potatoes? Would it be legal to do
that?

David Daughton: I’m not the lawyer, right. 

Honourable Robert Ghiz (L): Okay. So do people
advertise GMO-free right now?

David Daughton: People do advertise it on food
products, yes, people do advertise GMO-free on
food products. It’s quite common.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair): Richard, do you
have a question?

Richard Brown (L): Yes, just one quick question.
It was mentioned earlier this week too, that if we
do go GMO-free and that we promote GMO-free
that the big chain stores may say: look we want -
you know. The other people, the non GMO
companies which are much bigger would say: look
we’d rather just go with them instead of you guys.
Would that happen, do you think? Like the big
chain stores would say: look, we don’t want to get
into that fight.

David Daughton: I guess anything is possible. I
find it hard to believe that Sobeys and Superstore
wouldn’t stock PEI products. 

Richard Brown (L): Okay.

David Daughton: Especially on PEI.

Richard Brown (L): Yes.

David Daughton: Yes.

Richard Brown (L): Okay.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair): Thank you very
much, David. We appreciate you taking the time to
come and inform us.

David Daughton: Thanks for having me, thanks
for your patience and I’m sorry I can’t stick around
all afternoon. 

Part IV - Marian Copleston

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair): That’s great,
that’s okay. Our next presenter is Marion

Copleston, have I got that right. Is Marion here? I
take it, Marion, you’re representing yourself?

Marion Copleston: Yes, I am.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair): And how do you
pronounce your last name right.

Marion Copleston: I think you said it just right,
Copleston. 

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair): Okay thank you,
dear. So I guess what we do is you make a
presentation and then we’ll ask you some
questions. We try and give people about half an
hour. Is that okay?

Marion Copleston: I won’t need that long.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair): That’s what they
all say. 

Marion Copleston: And I’m not an expert, so I
hope there won’t be too many hard questions. I’m
very pleased that this committee exists and has
been given the task to consider this question of
GMO ban in PEI. It inspires me to know that
democracy is alive and well in our province. 

I think a GMO ban for PEI is a brilliant idea. And I
throughly support the ideas of - that have been
expressed so eloquently by previous speakers
such as the Cooper Institute, Peter Faldstein and
Ann Clark and many others. 

The concern that I’d like to talk about right now is
for the future of democracy in the scenario that we
now have of globalization and free trade. I find it
frightening that under NAFTA, large corporations
can have the power to dictate the policies of
governments if those policies interfere with the
corporation’s ability to make a profit. And it just
makes me wonder that if PEI decides to ban
GMO’s you know, could some corporation sue us
for the loss of ability to make a profit. That’s the
question that comes to my mind when considering
this. 

I think our society is in trouble if large corporations
get too much control over something as basic as
our food supply.  Robert T. Fraley, co-president of
Monsanto’s agricultural seed division, boasted in
a farm journal article, “this is not just a
consolidation of seed companies, but really a
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consolidation of the entire food chain”. 

A corporation’s main goal is to maximize profits
and this may or may not include a concern for the
common good. In a situation of corporate control,
it feels to me like the situation of David and
Goliath, and David is standing there without a
stone for his slingshot. It feels like the tenant
farmers may of felt in the old days when the
landlords had control of the land and made the
tenant farmers work as hard as they could but then
kept them in poverty by taking away most of the
crop. 

It makes me think of governments in developing
countries when they borrowed money from the
World Bank and then are put under structural
adjustments programs where they have to divert
money from local health programs and education
to pay off their debt. I also thought of the Acadians
and how they must of felt when the English came
along and put them on boats and stole their land.

It’s just a situation where if you have no control
than you are a victim of the ones that do have the
control. I think we are at a critical point for control
of our food supply and production. And if PEI does
impose this ban on GMO’s, I think we will still be
like David, but at least we might have a stone to
put in our slingshot. 

Control over our food production means having the
power of making choices. For example, having a
wide variety of see choices is essential to healthy
agriculture. I understand that it’s becoming harder
and harder, for example, to find sources of GMO-
free canola. And I know PEI is talking about the
idea of growing canola to make biodiesel fuel. And
if that’s the case, I think it would be wise to have a
good selection of GMO-free seed to do that.  I
think to allow corporate monopoly of seed would
be disastrous to sustainable agriculture.
Monopolies that ensure that food cannot be grown
without commercial control is attractive to investors
but not a good long term strategy for survival.  

I have some questions around the present GMO
situation on PEI and I think listening to the farmer
that was talking about his farming did answer
some of those but I’ll put them forth anyway. In its
research, does the committee know what the
experience of farmers growing GMO crops here
has been. And whether or not the seeds are being
sold by Monsanto or other companies. When a

farmer goes to buy seed, do they know if it’s GMO
modified? Do they have to sign some sort of a
contract? Do they pay $15 per acre fee to grow the
seed? These are just things that I’ve heard about.

If a farmer is growing a GMO crop, does he or she
have to notify the neighbouring farmers? If a
farmer applies to grow a GMO crop, is there
consideration given to the proximity of other
conventional or organic growers? In a future PEI
with GMO crops, would we have crop police that
would inspect the farmers crops and neighbours
crops like they do in western Canada and the US?

I also wonder what the present role of the PEI and
Canadian governments are in all this. And whether
or not Monsanto or any other company has given
money to the government to conduct research in
PEI? And whether they’ve approached the
government with any kinds of deals to sweeten the
path towards further adoption of GMO’s on PEI or
whether the government has signed any
agreements to this affect. I’m just wondering what
the situation is.

In the past, PEI has shown forward thinking
regarding unsuitable crop choices. PEI stopped
growing tobacco and this has been a wise choice.
The tobacco companies assured us for years that
their products were safe. Now finally, because of
enormous health care costs, these products are
being severely restricted. 

I don’t know whether GMO crops are safe or not.
But it doesn’t seem wise to grow them until safety
is established. And I’d have to say that I would not
accept as valid any safety assessment supplied by
the industry. I’m sorry about my voice because I
have a cold, bear with me.

In the book entitled Natural Capitalism by Paul
Hawken , Amory Lovins and L. Hunter Lovins,
there’s a chapter on agriculture called “Food for
Life”. It talks about the problems with industrial
agriculture and suggests solutions, many that are
quite interesting and that does include organic
farming and beyond and systems beyond more
specialized in organic farming. I would encourage
the PEI government to support organic farming on
PEI as a way to improve the health of our soil,
future of a clean water supply and by extension -
the health of Islanders.

I am concerned about the statement by CropLife
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last week about a 5 per cent contamination of
organic crops by GMO’s. It made me wonder
whether the GMO seeds have an extra built in
gene and when the contamination level reaches 5
per cent, they say to their buddies, okay, 5 per
cent here let’s go to another field. How do you
control something like that.

Another image that came to mind when thinking
about this is a swimming pool. So just imagine a
group of people that spend most of their time in a
swimming pool except when they climb out to use
the bathrooms, lining up along the side. And one
day someone is feeling lazy and decides to pee in
the pool instead of climbing out. No harm done,
you can’t see it, no detectable levels. Of course
the same doesn’t happen with number 2 because
it’s ugly and smelly and can be seen. Over time
more and more people get lazy and there’s more
and more urine in the pool. People start getting
fatigued and getting headaches. But the doctors
tell them it’s just in their heads and give them
some antidepressants. Then people start getting
sore muscles and rashes and they are told it’s just
stress. 

As the situation worsens and people get lazier and
lazier, then of course, the pollution gets more and
people start getting cancer. The latest in cancer
treatment is applied and many people survive but
some die. And everyone starts to wonder why all
of a sudden there is so much cancer. Finally, they
decide to search for the causes, check the water
and find the levels of urine are way too high. A ban
on urinating in the pool is put in place and over
time the water returns to a healthy state. 

In the case of GMO’s, once contamination has
occurred it maybe too late. Dr. David Suzuki In
The Modern Times, November 1st, 1999 says
“unlike drugs that are found to be unsafe and can
be pulled from the market, genetically modified
food crops are living organisms and underlined,
can not be recalled”.  

I would now like to call your attention to a
wonderful document called the “Earth Charter”. It’s
an international agreement that sets forth
principles for sustainable development and I’ve
underlined the statements in here that I feel apply
to the GMO question and there seem to be quite a
few. 

One of the sections of the preamble reads,

“humanity is a part of a vast evolving universe.
Earth, our home is alive with a unique community
of life. The forces of nature make existence a
demanding and uncertain adventure. But earth has
provided the conditions essential to life’s evolution.
The resilience of the community of life and the well
being of humanity depend on preserving a healthy
biosphere with all it’s ecological systems, a rich
variety of plants and animals, fertile soils, pure
water and clean air. The protection of earth vitality,
diversity and beauty is a sacred trust.”   

Now I won’t go through and read all the principles
that I underlined, but I do have four here that I’d
like to put forth:

2B - says a firm with an increased freedom,
knowledge and power comes the increased
responsibility to promote the common good. 

4A - recognize that freedom of action of each
generation is qualified by the needs of future
generations.

5D - control and eradicate non native or genetically
modified organism harmful to native species and
the environment and prevent introduction of such
harmful organisms. 

6 - prevent harm is the best method of
environmental protection and when knowledge is
limited, apply a precautionary approach.

15C - avoid or eliminate to the full extent possible
the taking or destruction of non targeted species.
I put that one in just because pesticides often do
destroy things they’re not meant to.

I would encourage PEI to endorse the charter and
make it well known to the province. I’ll leave a
copy for your consideration. And I would like to
conclude with a quote from farmer and author
Wendell Berry and this was in the New York
Times, July 16, 1999. “ I can not see why a
healthful, dependable, ecologically sound farm-
and-farmer-conserving agricultural economy is not
the primary goal of this country”. He was speaking
of the - yes, he’s American. “I know that I am not
alone and that farmers are not alone in wishing to
see such a policy”. Thank you.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair): Okay. Anybody
got any questions? Wayne.
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Wayne Collins (PC): Briefly, I think you raised
some very interesting questions there. Especially
when you talked about who’s going to be the crop
police?   Will there be crop police?  Right now we
got crop rotation laws and buffer zones laws on
Prince Edward Island that the enforcement of
which is very difficult and I don’t know if there is a
real solution to that as yet and if we were to ban
GMO’s, again that raises the whole spectrum
again. How do you really go about policing that? 

But one thing I was thinking about as you were
delivering your address and I congratulate you on
it and I applaud your very sincere interest in this
subject and you’re well researched on it - is the
only reason I guess we’re not growing GM
potatoes today on Prince Edward Island, in my
opinion, is because the consumers spoke out. And
if the consumers hadn’t of spoken out, I feel that
Cavendish and McCains would of been
encouraging everyone along without question.

Marion Copleston: Sure.

Wayne Collins (PC): And I often wondered why
citizens - we will draw the line at a GM French fry
or a baked potato, but we won’t draw the line when
there’s a snippet of canola oil somewhere buried
very deep in that processed product on the shelf.
There seems to be a tolerance level out there.
Would you agree?

Marion Copleston: I guess you know, in general,
I personally read labels quite carefully and if I do
see that there is canola or corn or soy in there
which are -

Wayne Collins (PC): You make the assumption -

Marion Copleston: - generally GM products,
than I choose not to buy that. That’s getting pretty
subtle in determining - the potato I guess is so
widely consumed just about on a daily basis that I
think that’s an easier think to say.

Wayne Collins (PC): But I think sometimes think
that we, as legislators, might flatter ourselves a
little bit in terms of: gee, we’re going to make a
decision on whether or not PEI is going to be
GMO-free or not. And I think that at the heart of it
is the citizen sentiment.

Marion Copleston: Yes.

Wayne Collins (PC): And how different ways that
is expressed. Whether it’s by attendance at
meetings like this. Or whether it’s through letters to
the editor or whether it’s through marches in the
street. And I think we shouldn’t overlook that as we
continue with our deliberations here - this
committee. I really think the power is with the
people.

Marion Copleston: And I congratulate you for that
thought. 

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair): Wilfred.

Wilfred Arsenault (PC): Thank you, Mr. Chair. I
just have a quick question here, Marion. You seem
to have an interesting document there by the name
of the Earth Charter.

Marion Copleston: Yes.

Wilfred Arsenault (PC): Is there a website
associated to this document -

Marion Copleston: Yes there is.

Wilfred Arsenault (PC): There is. You can leave
that with us?

Marion Copleston: I’ll leave you this whole
document. It is on there.

Wilfred Arsenault (PC): Very good, thank you.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair): Any other
questions. Eva.

Eva Rodgerson (PC): Yes. I guess again thank
you for the presentation and you have a lot of
questions there. I was thinking, we haven’t
responded to those but maybe when you leave
your presentation, we could get back to you with
some of the answers.

Marion Copleston: That would be great. 

Eva Rodgerson (PC): The thing again, like I say
is because it seems to be such - so many different
points of view and when I look at - as we went
through this research and see where Health
Canada is responsible for assessing human health
safety of products derived through biotechnology
including foods, drugs, cosmetics, medical
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devices, and pest control products and all of those.
But I’m surprised that people aren’t enquiring more
like say: drugs in which is a big cost to us here in
the province. I know most of us take a drug
because it’s prescribed and we’re told that it’s
okay. And so I guess this is the struggle that I’m
having - Health Canada approves all of these and
you know I’m just wondering, have you done any
research in regards to things like drugs and that
type of thing?

Marion Copleston: I haven’t done any research
but like I said in my presentation, if the information
on which Health Canada is basing its approval is
information that is supplied by the company or
whatever that is making the product, then
personally I don’t think that that’s a valid way to do
that. There would have to be some independent
way of analyzing those products. If I was making
something and I wanted it to be approved by
Health Canada, I would do some tests and if there
were some tests that didn’t work out, well I’d leave
those on the shelf, keep the ones that did, submit
my information and sell my product. 

I don’t put a lot of faith in that, I’m afraid. They’ve
made mistakes before. And there are lots of
examples thalidomide, the vioxx. There’s a number
of pesticides in the pesticide review that is
happening now, I don’t have the figures but out of
hundreds that they are reexamining, I’ve heard 90
per cent they’re realizing that under new guidelines
they’re not accepting for use anymore.

Eva Rodgerson (PC): Ninety percent, only 10 per
cent is -

Marion Copleston: Yes.

Eva Rodgerson (PC): Do you have any that
information with you?

Marion Copleston: I could probably get that. I
read it some where but I don’t remember where. 

Eva Rodgerson (PC): Okay, thank you.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair): Thank you very
much, Marion. We appreciate your taking the time
in coming before us today and we’ll try and get
some answers for those questions.

Marion Copleston: That would be great.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair): There might be
a few, Marion, that we can’t answer, but we’ll
answer what we can.

Marion Copleston: Okay, great. 

Part V - Dr. Kevin Arsenault

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair): Okay, so our
next presenter is Kevin Arsenault.

Dr. Kevin Arsenault: Good afternoon.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair): Kevin how are
you? Would you give us a little bit of a background
where you’re from and so on and than you can
make your presentation.

Dr. Kevin Arsenault: Yes, perhaps I’ll start by
saying that I was born on Prince Edward Island
and I grew up on a potato and grain farm in Maple
Plains, and we ended up losing our farm and I
guess that spurred an interest from a very early
age in being involved with the agricultural
community. So although I ended up getting my
doctorate at McGill University in ethics and
religious studies and I teach part time as a Adjunct
professor at UPEI and as you know from my
presentation last week, I work full time with a
settlement agency on Prince Edward Island
working with immigrants and refugees. 

I have for many years been directly involved with
doing research, professional research in
agricultural issues. I’ve initiated and participated in
numerous agricultural research projects over the
years including research into the infamous PVYN
crisis of the early 90's on the island as well as the
potato wart crisis of the late 90's. You might be
interested to know that next week is the last week
of many, many, many years of fighting a case in
New Brunswick on behalf 177 potato farmers who
are suing the federal government for - so there’ll
be an outcome on that decision by next fall and
I’ve been a primarily consultant on that case. 

As well, I’ve had the privilege of serving as the
Executive Secretary for the National Farmers
Union in the early 90's for two years. And since
1994, I’ve undertaken various agricultural research
projects under the auspices of my Business Rural
Information Services. I also want to mention that I
am a member of the Cooper Institute and it’s a
development education organization on Prince
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Edward Island which has already made a
presentation to this committee.

But I’m here today in my capacity as a professional
researcher on agricultural matters and also with
my background in ethics, because my main area
was social ethics and within that really quite an
interesting terms of rural and agricultural social
policies. So I really feel from the comments you
made, Andy, earlier about the margins that farmers
are facing in terms of survival, and some of you
may remember that I accompanied members of
the National Farmers Union at an earlier
presentation to this Standing Committee and there
was a more broad based, I think it was called the
preferred road for Island agriculture and that was
some research that I was commissioned by the
National Farmers Union to undertake, of course, in
consultation with the membership of the National
Farmers Union.

So I would start by saying that certainly this issue
is one of many and in my mind ,an equally
important issue and I think it was something that
the committee had heard time and time again from
that earlier set of presentations is in fact, the
corporate control of the food system in terms of
farmers not getting an adequate share of the food
dollar and that’s the situation that isn’t going to be
settled solely on this issue. I do agree with the
previous presenter though that there are - and I’ll
get into some of the specifics in my presentation,
distinct advantages compared, comparative
advantageous that we are facing as opportunities
on this issue. 

I guess I’d start by saying, as a professional
researcher, that while there may be two sides to
every story, in the case of the use of genetically
modified or genetically engineered organisms in
agriculture, those who support and promote the
use of GMO’s continually make public claims
which are simply not supported by the facts or
scientific study. This is one of the reasons why I’ve
entered into this public debate, because it troubles
me when I see public claims being made without
any justification. 

For example, I believe that if legislators are
confronted with two competing points of view,
namely yourselves, the two opposite sets of
claims, they will continue to waffle in making key
decisions insisting that more studies are required
unless you really get to the bottom of - is there a

substantive bases for the claims. So I’d really
encourage - you know the members of the
committee not to leave this process confused,
because there is no reason - the information is out
there for anyone whose willing to do an honest
assessment of it. 

Proponents of GMO’s know that in the absence of
moratoriums or bans on the use of GMO’s, their
campaign to have GMO’s established will be
successful and they are correct. Once enough of
these genetically altered seeds and crops are
released into the environment, it will not be
possible to take them back. And you’ve heard that,
I’m sure, from previous presenters including the
presenter just before myself.

That’s why I call upon this committee to do the
work, to sift through all the competing claims to get
to the facts and I’m sure that if you do this work
and than take action on what you discover, you will
decide that it is in PEI’s best interest to ban
GMO’s. Until that work is done however, I also
believe that immediate action should be taken on
the bases of what our own federal government has
already declared to be a preferable and sound
regulatory approach, with respect to allowing
potentially dangers subsistence to impact human
health and the environment. Or declare it at least
in principle, I mean we’re about to sign the
Cartegena Protocol that establishes this
precautionary principle. I don’t think it’s been
ratified but we certainly have signed onto it as a
process.

If you go for example onto the federal
government’s website, looking at the Canada-Chile
Agreement on Environmental Cooperation and this
is a direct quote, “ the precautionary principle is a
distinctive approach within science-based risk
management and recognizes that the absence of
full scientific certainty shall not be used as a
reason to postpone decisions when faced with the
threat or serious threat of possible irreversible
harm”. So I mean nothing will be lost if we take
some time to make a decision. Something very
well maybe lost indefinitely if we fail to do that.

So decisive and ethical leadership in this issue
would mean that a temporary or interim ban be
declared to prevent the planting of GMO crops this
spring. Certainly, this is how our civil litigation court
processing in our country works. If there is reason
to suspect that a certain development project or
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whatever will negatively impact someone else than
the court can entertain basic information just to
answer that question - is this a possibility, and they
may declare a moratorium until the full issue, both
sides, the plaintiffs and the defendants have a
chance to make their case. I don’t think it’s any
different in this case, especially given the fact that
it’s not something that can be taken back.

In the short time remaining, I wish to draw your
attention to three key points and I’m leaving some
recent scientific studies and news articles with you
in support of what I’m about to say in the form of a
tab binder of documents. 

First of all whereas GMO promoters claim that GE
crops, genetically engineered crops reduce the
use of pesticides, the facts indicate that exactly the
opposite is true over time. 

Secondly whereas GMO promoters claim that
genetically engineered crops did not contaminate
non GE crops, the facts clearly indicate again that
this is false. And finally whereas GMO promoters
claim that genetically engineered crops will lead to
increase financial returns to farmers, all market
indications and trends indicate that PEI will
capitalize on growing markets that are now
insisting on GE-free status, notwithstanding that
the fact that there are some initial and perhaps for
a number of years, short term financial gains at the
farm gate level.

So my first claim - genetically engineered crops do
not reduce pesticide use over time. GMO
promoters claim that the use of genetically
engineered plants significantly reduce the needs
for and the use of pesticides. Not surprisingly the
same companies, which have developed
genetically altered seeds to withstand the ill effects
of certain herbicides also produce and sell those
same poisons.

As you are all aware, for example, Monsanto sells
RoundUp, a herbicide along with a number of
genetically engineered grains which are
specifically engineered to resist RoundUp. Now
the claim is made that genetically engineered
resistance to herbicides allows farmers to spray
poisons after the crops have emerged to kill
weeds, which is true, without damaging the plants
and as a result, use less chemical. 

Now I’m sure this committee has already heard

this claim from GMO proponents. However, it is a
claim that is simply not supported by the available
scientific evidence over time. Now I’m leaving a
copy of a study undertaken by Charles Benbrook,
titled Genetically Engineered Crops and Pesticide
Use in the United States, The First Nine Years.
Now, this definitive study proves that industry
claims that GMO crops lead to pesticide reduction
are both misleading and unfounded. 

The report draws on official United States
Department of Agriculture data on acreage planted
the GE crop varieties from 1996 through 2004 and
it’s coupled with USDA data on the volume of
pesticides applied to corn, soybeans and cotton.
Now although it is true that there was a net
reduction in the use of pesticides in the initial three
years of widespread GE commercial cropping from
1996 to 1999, in the last six years of the study
there’s been a steady increase in the use of
pesticides for the total acreage of GE crops in the
United States. 

As you can see from the data in this report - the
uncontested conclusion is that and this is a quote
from the report, “GE corn, soybeans and cotton
have led to 122 million pound increase in pesticide
use since 1996. Now why did this happen? 
Various factors are given in the report, but
essentially the main reason given is because the
ecological adaptations predicated by scientists
have been occurring in the case of RoundUp
Ready crops for the past three or four years and
appear to be accelerating and certainly this is the
evidence from another study, the same institute
has done on the rapid change in the overall
environment in Argentina. In other words, pests
are developing immunity to the poisons as
predicted.

My second claim - genetically engineered seeds
and crops invariably pollute non genetically
engineered crops. Now this past summer, I wrote
a letter to the editor of The Guardian newspaper
challenging claims made public by the former
president of the Federation of Agriculture, Robert
MacDonald, both through The Guardian
newspaper and CBC radio. Now I waited about a
week and there was no counter view so I felt really
obligated that I respond. And the reason being, the
evidence that was communicated both through the
airwaves and through the media, written media
were so persuasive. He claimed that a three year
trial had proven unequivocally that there was no
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cross contamination of GE crops with non GE
crops and this study had been undertaken in
England and that they were able to grow side by
side. 

Well I was aware of this study and the study did
not in fact, test for this. So it would be like me
feeding poison, say if I was to feed arsenic to
animals, cats and than turn around and make the
claim that you know the study show that no dogs
died from arsenic poisoning. I mean that would
have to be corrected. 

The question is not whether contamination occurs
but rather how much contamination occurs and
how soon. Given the close proximity of crops with
one another on PEI, the absence of natural
barriers, such as mountains, along with the windy
conditions during the growing season and the
plentiful insect vectors transmitting pollen, it is fair
to say that contamination of non GE crops will
happen at a more rapid rate on PEI than many
other regions where there may be less conducive
conditions for spray. 

Recent studies have shown that contamination in
fields during the growing season is only one part of
the problem. There are often other transfer
mechanisms at play with contamination of seeds
being perhaps an even bigger concern.

So I want to leave this study, which was just
published last year. Gone to Seed -  Transgenic
Contamination in the Traditional Seed Supply and
this is actually produced by the Union of
Concerned Scientists in the United States. And it
indicates the extent of the problem of GE
contamination of the seed sources. This extensive
research relied on tests conducted by two
respected commercial laboratories in the United
States using duplicate samples of seeds of six
traditional varieties each of corn, soybeans and
canola in the United States. 

One laboratory detected transgenetically derived
DNA in 50 per cent of the corn, 50 per cent of the
soybean and 100 per cent of the traditionally
canola varieties tested. The other laboratory
detected transgenetically derived in 83 per cent of
the traditional varieties of each of the three crops.
The study concluded that seeds of traditional
varieties bought from the same retailers used by
US farmers are pervasively contaminated with low
levels of DNA sequences originating in genetically

engineered varieties of those crops. 

Last April The Wall Street Journal tested 20 food
products labeled GMO-free and found that 16 of
them contained at least traces of genetically
modified ingredients, five had significant amounts.

Agriculture Canada and AgriFood is well aware of
the negative trade impacts that have already
visited and will continue to visit Canadian farmers
as a result of transgenic material contaminating
our food exports. An internal Agriculture Canada
document originally marked ‘secret’ which was
acquired by Ken Ruben through an access the
information requests states that Canada’s food
regulatory system quote “ has not evolved to
reflect the new degree of public scrutiny that GE
products and technologies are facing adding that
the production of GE canola is currently adversely
affecting the value of non genetically engineered
canola in some markets” end quote.

Now the briefing paper notes that many countries
have or are proposing systems to distinguish
genetically engineered food products, but Canada
does not have the capacity to keep them separate.
I’m also leaving a copy of an excellent article for
your consideration Confronting Contamination: 5
Reasons to Reject Coexistence. 

This leaves me to my third and final claim - that
market indications and worldwide food trends
indicate clearly that PEI can capitalize on existing
and emerging foreign market opportunities by
growing crops with genetically engineered free
status and conversely that we will be shut out of
these premium priced markets if we allow GMO
crops to be grown on the Island resulting in the
contamination of our food supply.  I agree with the
previous presenter who said it really is a win, win
situation right now but if we don’t act quickly, it
could quite quickly be a loose situation.

Now there is no shortage of information available
to anyone willing to go looking to substantiate the
claim that there is a decisive advantage afforded to
any country, region or Island which is able to meet
the GE free food demands of a growing number of
food corporations as well as countries. Someone
mentioned 30 countries earlier, but the biggest
trend that I’m noticing isn’t actually at the political
level but it’s at the market level, responding to
consumers. Corporations are not because of
labeling regiments that are being put into place,
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are not willing to label their food as having
genetically engineered product.

So I’ll put a few news reports and articles together
in this tab binder offering just a tiny sampling of
some of these opportunities and trends. For
example, Canadian exports of soybeans to
Norway peaked at 159,000 metric tonnes in 1997-
98. The last year we were actually able to export
soya beans to Norway due to the ban on
genetically engineered product and Canada’s
inability to meet those new requirements due to
contamination. 

These Norwegian markets have since been
captured by the Netherlands and other countries
able to guarantee non GMO product.   A law was
just passed in Italy’s lower house in January of this
year making it more difficult for genetically
modified crops to be grown in Italy. There’s an
article on this as well on that.  A report dated a
little over a month ago indicates that China,
potentially one of the most promising markets for
genetically modified crops, is now stalling the
adoption of transgenic plant cultivation and quote:
the import and export of GM product is not
permitted. So as that border opens up and
opportunities afford themselves, we risk losing that
large market if we don’t move quickly. 

Another report indicates that trading for non-GMO
soybean meal is currently soaring in Europe and
companies are vigorously seeking suppliers who
can meet their stringent GMO-free demands.

Now I want to just point out the question has been
raised about organic, genetically engineered-free,
pesticide-free. There’s another trend that’s kind of
overriding all of that, and it has to do with the
response to the consumer and I subscribe to a
report titled the Food Traceability Report weekly.

Reading this report from week to week makes it
abundantly clear that for the foreseeable future,
the three most important concerns and
requirements for the successful international trade
of food will be:  1 - the ability to ensure the
preservation of food identity; 2 - the ability to
ensure food traceability - that is, be able to
document the movement of food from the farm
gate to the processor to the consumer; and 3 - the
ability to ensure that the specifications on food
labels with respect to genetically engineered or
non-genetically engineered status can be

demonstrated.

As more and more corporate food processors in
countries impose either outright bans on
genetically engineered foods or specify very
minimum tolerances for genetically engineered
material, also referred to as adventitious
transgenic material, the onus is increasingly being
placed on farmers and food exporters to
demonstrate their claims regarding the GMO-free
status of raw food exports and even food
ingredients. 

As a recent edition of the non-GMO report states,
and that’s again available free of charge online
and it gives up-to-date market trends with respect
to emerging and existing markets for non-
genetically engineered products, and I would
suggest the committee take a look at some of the
most recent editions of that to get just a sense of
how rapidly that market is growing.

Anyhow, as the non-GMO report states: As a
result of food scares and the need to allay
consumer fears, Europe’s regulators have
extended traceability to GM food and feed.
European consumers want GM food labeled and
traced and major food retailers such as Tesco and
ASDA based in the United Kingdom and Carrefour
based in France, are responding. These
companies have eliminated GM ingredients from
their house-brand foods and are requiring meat
suppliers to raise animals on non-GM feed. 

So you can find a discussion paper as well in here
on Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada’s website on
the problem of adventitious presence, a copy of
which I’ve included here in the binder. 

Let me quote one statement from that paper:
Canadian exports have valued in the range of $8
billion to $10 billion annually. A number of
Canadian agri-food stakeholder organizations
have expressed concern that adventitious
presence holds significant potential to impair future
trade performance and to erode commodity values
in some markets, end quote.

The paper goes on to say that some of these
Canadian organizations have aligned with their
counterparts in other countries to promote global
adoption of adventitious presence, tolerances and
best practices intended to mitigate the potential
adverse trade implications of a wide range of
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regulatory and policy responses to adventitious
transgenic presence that are emerging in importing
countries.

I would suggest to this committee that the battle
lines have been drawn between North America
food processors and traders who are trying to
market contaminated foods and consumers in
foreign countries who don’t want them and have
the support of regulatory systems in place to
actually label and identify them. 

Clearly the prudent route for PEI in this context
would be to declare a ban of GMOs so we would
be able to meet the demands of food processors,
retailers and consumers in these major markets
worldwide rather than contaminating our food
supply and then attempting to pressure
government in other jurisdictions to loosen the
requirements to allow genetically engineered
pollution.

If anything, we can expect requirements to
become more stringent with respect to genetically
engineered contamination, not less. Last week’s
Food Traceability Report, for example, contained
a lead article titled “European Union says
adventitious transgenic material in seeds must be
labeled,” making it clear that even trace quantities
of technically unavoidable transgenic material
among conventional seed lots must be labeled as
genetically modified organisms for trade in the
European Union.

I’ll just conclude by saying that AgriWest Food
Services based in eastern PEI here sells potato
granules here worldwide. If you check out its web
page, you’ll notice that it offers a list of 13 key
services on their product and services page, and
the very first item on that list is GMO-free. 

For PEI farmers to be able to market products as
GMO or genetically engineered-free would be,
without question, a definite advantage, an
advantage which farmers in many other
jurisdictions in North America - perhaps most - no
longer have available to them. 

Unless we move quickly to secure PEI as a GMO-
free zone, we too may lose this opportunity. It is
clearly time for our government to show decisive
leadership on this important issue affecting our
future and indeed, our children’s future, and I pray
that you have the courage to exercise such a

leadership. Thank you.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair): Thank you very
much, Kevin. I just want to inform the committee
that a judge in Montana has granted a temporary
injunction to stop the United States government
from re-opening the border next week to Canadian
cattle, and he’s looking for a date to discuss the
merits of a permanent injunction, so that’s not very
good news for the cattle industry. So I noticed that
there was a number put up their hands. I guess
Ron, followed by -

Ron MacKinley (L): If AgraWest is selling
genetically modified free potatoes, we could do
that now. We could just put it on the bag, could we
not?

Dr. Kevin Arsenault: Yes, except the question of
whether or not there is any contamination, the
onus is on us to prove that, so you wouldn’t want
a shipment going into the European Union right
now, and even if it had a 0.1 per cent detection
rate, it could cause some real problems, given the
regulatory regime that’s just been put in place
there.

Ron MacKinley (L): No, but you’d have to have
cross-pollenation or something between your
genetically modified free potatoes and your regular
potatoes, so if you didn’t have any within a 10-
kilometer, you’d be all right. I’m looking at the
Toronto market, anyway.

Dr. Kevin Arsenault: Sure, yeah.

Ron MacKinley (L): I never thought of that, but it’s
an angle we could now because there are very few
genetically modified potatoes grown here. There
were a few up west, I think. Basically the
government here grew some.  

Dr. Kevin Arsenault: I just want to respond to a
question raised earlier about policing. If you were
to, in fact, impose even a moratorium until a fuller
discussion could be had and a final decision made,
I don’t know that it would be that difficult because
we’re really only talking about a very select
number of companies, all of which require legal
documents to be signed by the growers, so there
is a mechanism there whereby you could simply
insist that companies coming to the Island would
have to vent through a government Department of
Agriculture office. 
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They would have to get approval and therefore if
they tried to get approval to sell seeds and sign
these contracts, then that would be a way of gate-
keeping that. You wouldn’t have to go to the
farmers and ask them to test their fields and
everything else. 
I mean, I suppose farmers might try and - why
would they want to try and do it on the sly because
I think they quickly realize the advantages to
everyone by able to advertise GMO-free status.

Andy Mooney (PC): Just a couple of quick
questions. I appreciate your presentation. You put
a lot of work into it, no doubt. Hypothetically
speaking, Prince Edward Island bans GMOs. We
live on an Island, so you would think it should be
easier to keep us free of contaminants, but yet with
potatoes, we had A2 blight that was going across
North America. We were completely A2 free, and
then there was a hurricane - that basically was just
a force of nature - brought A2 blight to Prince
Edward Island. They could be charged from where
it hit in a straight line which fields were infected
and we’ve had it ever since.

If we have a GMO-free province and there is such
a thing as a hurricane or something that takes
pollen in from a neighbouring province and you
have a contamination on a farm, what happens to
the farm? 

And I’ll go a step farther. Even with the AgraWest
that’s in my own community, they do a test for
GMO in their potatoes that come in. It’s called
ELISA test, which the ELISA test should be a flag
that shows that maybe these potatoes should go to
further testing. They’ve tested potatoes that show
positive for GMO, but yet there was no GMO
potatoes grown here. 

Basically, the farm went back with two or three
samples, and each sample went back, the ELISA
tests were showing GMO, so they split the
potatoes and gave half the potatoes to - and
actually split the individual potatoes, gave half to
AgraWest that were tested and half went to
another laboratory, which proved them to be not
genetically modified. 

If we had a GMO-free province by the time - if
someone heard that you tested positive for GMO,
your year could be completely lost. Do you know
what I mean? I’m just wondering what happens
with a farm that, even if it’s buying in seed, that

inadvertently takes in seed and there’s
contamination?

Dr. Kevin Arsenault: Well, I suppose it’s a good
question. I guess what I’d do is flip it around and
say like with there being a very slight or minimum
chance of minor or very minimal contamination
from pollen-born spread from across the waters. 
I suppose to certain spread and fairly rapid spread
from millions of blossoms that our local insect
population are transmitting because, I mean, the
reality is there is a significant amount of genetically
engineered product out there, certainly in North
America, and I think in time, over time, we will
likely see jurisdictions have to have minimal
tolerances rather than a zero-tolerance policy, but
we’re going to be at the forefront of being able to
meet those tolerances, for example, when they’re
established as opposed to a lot of jurisdictions
where you just can’t grow anything now because
there’s just been so much pollution. 

I don’t think people appreciate just how much the
North American crops that are identified in that
study have, in fact, been mixed up with traditional
seed sources. I guess that’s the other thing I didn’t
say. I feel personally that there is an - and I have
no marketing data to support this - but just
because of the trends and because of the cry
coming from farmers who want to grow non-GMO
or even organic, they are having real trouble
getting certified GE-free status seed for their own
crops.

PEI, as a GE-free zone, could become, I think, a
key seed supplier - clean seed supplier - to the
North American market, notwithstanding all the
potential for actual crops in other foreign markets
such as Europe, Japan, Sri Lanka. There’s so
many countries right now that are, in fact, not
accepting GE crops or food products.
I mean, the big issue is they’ve been saying that
for a while, but they haven’t really been testing or
able to test them because there hasn’t been any
real strong regulatory regime in place. Companies
haven’t really taken it upon themselves to ensure,
but now that’s changing, and so once the food
processors and traders and retailers start insisting
and you play ball with those decisions. You don’t
send it hoping that no one tests it because there’s
not going to be a door to slip through once that
happens, and it’s happened already in Europe.

Andy Mooney (PC): Well, back to my initial
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question, though. If we have a GMO-free province
and our farm inadvertently either buys seed that
had a few potatoes in it or basically there’s a test
that shows well, maybe there was a GMO found
on that farm. If they say you had some of it in your
product, where does the farm go? Bankrupt in year
one. 

That’s where my concern lies because right now,
even with the virus levels in the potatoes, we have
been buying seed off-Island and even if Prince
Edward Island bans GMO, we’re still sourcing
seed and basically if we buy seed off-province, you
get a certificate from the federal government
basically that has been certified for certain virus
levels and the whole issue. They don’t presently
test for GMO in any of the federal levels.

Ron MacKinley (L): If we put that on imports
coming into PEI, we could make them test. Like
they’d have to have a certificate GMO-free
potatoes before you plant them.

Dr. Kevin Arsenault: That would be simple.
There’s a very, very simple test now because
they’re marker genes, so they’re not expensive
tests, to my knowledge, to test for genetically
engineered presence in the DNA structure, and I
would think that there could be anomalies happen
- I mean, even now - but I think we’re pretty clean
here. We’ve grown a few thousand acres of crop
or whatever and that, but I mean, some crops are
more likely to contaminate at a more rapid rate
than others.

Andy Mooney (PC): But what happens to the poor
devil that has the anomaly? That’s where my
question lies.

Dr. Kevin Arsenault: I guess I would think that
that is a very forward-thinking and compassionate
consideration on your part, and I would think that
if the government was to go that route, in the one
or two cases that might actually come up in a year,
crop insurance through the provincial government
or something would make allowance for that kind
of anomaly. Something like that shouldn’t be used
as a basis to say that it’s a house of cards, it’s
going to crumble. Just the opposite.

Ron MacKinley (L): Well, would we not be able to
sell them? Just not be, like Nova Scotia and New
Brunswick and Ontario and Quebec’s not going to
go GMO-free, so if we went GMO-free and

somebody had contamination that showed up,
would they just sell them out as regular potatoes?

Dr. Kevin Arsenault: Yeah, exactly. I mean, what
the actual losses would be there in terms of -

Ron MacKinley (L): But you wouldn’t be able to
use GMO-free bags? 

Dr. Kevin Arsenault: They might lose a premium
or something like that, but -

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair): Wayne?

Wayne Collins (PC): Yeah, I’m glad to hear you
say that the genie’s not out of the bottle yet. There
is a chance to - pardon me? Oh, I’m sorry,
Richard. Go ahead.

Richard Brown (L): No, no. You go ahead. 

Wayne Collins (PC): All right. I’m glad to hear you
say that. I could Google for this one, but the non-
GMO report, there is a website out there, right, that
you check regularly?

Dr. Kevin Arsenault: Yes.

Wayne Collins (PC): Okay. You talked about
Norway and China and other places like that as
emerging markets and that, but I mean, our bread
and butter crop is potatoes.

Dr. Kevin Arsenault: Yes.

Wayne Collins (PC): And I don’t know how many
shipments of potatoes we’ve sent to Norway or
China, you know? The USA, Central Canada, the
way I understand it, and those are our markets for
our major crop, so I’m wondering when you say
that, you’re obviously looking ahead to other crops
being grown here under that GMO-free status.

Dr. Kevin Arsenault: Well, as was outlined in the
National Farmer’s Union brief and the research
there that one of the key - I think one of two key
recommendations in that report was that Prince
Edward Island actually get involved in terms of
organizing a marketing strategy on behalf of Island
farmers, so I think if I don’t know the answer, but
the question, Wayne, may be how much work has
been done in an attempt to see whether or not
there is a potential for a potato product in GE-free
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consumer zones, let’s put it that way, like the
European Union.

Ron MacKinley (L): Well both Cavendish and
McCains won’t process.

Dr. Kevin Arsenault: Well, exactly. They saw the
writing on the wall very early, so I think - and
obviously AgraWest sees the writing on the wall
and our farmers, as a result, have to fall in line, but
maybe we could do - again, I really think that
diversification of our crops in terms of the number
of acreages, I mean, when you’re taking them out
and destroying perfectly healthy potatoes simply
as a marketing strategy, then I think that tells us
volumes about the need for us to grow less and
grow more varieties of different things.

Ron MacKinley (L): (Indistinct) throw them out.

Wayne Collins (PC): Kevin, just a last question
here. Did I understand you right in early on in your
presentation? Were you advocating that there
should be a temporary interim ban as early as this
spring?

Dr. Kevin Arsenault: If we were to follow the
ethical principle that has been adopted already in
principle by our federal government, by our
Department of the Environment, in terms of the
negotiations that are currently going on between
Canada and other countries in terms of developing
and signing on to protocols with respect to
environmental safety, we would say definitely yes.

And it makes perfect sense because, I mean, this
is one situation where if the cat does get out of the
bottle, then we can’t put it back and I mean, for
how many generations and what are the real
implications, then, in terms of transformation of our
weed species. I mean, everyday, if you take a look
- just anyone takes a look - and types in a few key
search words, you don’t have to be a professional
researcher to come up with another story that just
happened yesterday that really does point to a
serious unforeseen consequence that people are
now grappling with in terms of the implications for
a whole range of things, not always human health,
but very often ecological stability.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair): Richard?

Richard Brown (L): Thank you. Kevin, a pleasure.

Like always, a great report you did. Now I know
why you have a PhD. You came up with that
policing issue pretty fast for us there. 

Dr. Kevin Arsenault: Well, I’m willing to contract
it on the side here to supplement the income.

Ron MacKinley (L): He lives out in North River.

Dr. Kevin Arsenault: Yeah, that’s right.

Richard Brown (L): Just one quick question - EU
or the European Union, are they banned or are
they going to go with labeling or what are they
doing?

Dr. Kevin Arsenault: There’s a big struggle going
on within the European Union because, I mean,
quite honestly, some of the governments are
pushing to lift the ban, and they have established
a, I think, a 1 per cent tolerance of genetically
engineered at this point. 

However, what’s happening - again, I reiterate -
but even though governments may be waffling a
little bit in terms of - are they going to have a
complete zero tolerance.  What’s happening is the
consumers are not going along with it and so the
retailers and the big supermarkets and
consequently the processors and the packagers
and right down the line are saying: Look, whatever
the government does, if we’re going to corner this
market, we’re going to have to be able to
demonstrate with the labeling - because there is
required labeling legislation - then we’re going to
have to be able to demonstrate that our claims on
the labeling are, in fact, the case, and that means
no GE products.

This business of adventitious is a real concern
among the inside people within our government.
What are we going to do about this? Because they
already know the extent to which adventitious
material has been promogated throughout our
country, except for Prince Edward Island.

Richard Brown (L): Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair): Well, thank you
very much, Kevin. You leave all that information.
You have a lot of information with you, and we’ll try
and get it -

Dr. Kevin Arsenault: Are you going to read that
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tonight, Richard?

Richard Brown (L):    (Indistinct)

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair): I’d like the
general public to know we’re going to take five
minutes and we want to go into camera, which
means we go in by ourselves, if you don’t mind.
We’ll take five minutes. 

Unidentified: We have to have a motion.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair): Oh, we have to
have a motion? Can we go into camera? So
moved. Seconded.

Richard Brown (L):    We’re not losing any
money, are we? Fourteen million.

MEETING GONE IN CAMERA.


